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Welcome
Welcome to the learner’s guide for CPCCCA3023A Carry out levelling operations.
This guide will take you through the process of learning how to set up, test and use
levelling devices and to conduct levelling procedures using the rise and fall and the
height of instrument methods.
Areas of explanation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

planning and preparation for levelling
selection and safe usage of tools and equipment for levelling
taking level measurements
calculating reduced levels using the rise and fall method
calculating reduced levels using the height of instrument method
calculating distances
clean-up of the work area.

Qualification overview
This unit of competency, CPCCCA3023A Carry out levelling operations, forms part
of Certificate II in Building and Construction (Pathway – Trades), a pre-vocational
course for learners seeking to gain an apprenticeship in the building and construction
industry. The focus of this course is on developing relevant technical, vocational and
interpersonal competencies as well as skills, knowledge and experiences that may be
transferable to other industry areas. You will also gain employability skills relevant to an
entry level employee of the industry.
The first component of the course consists of seven core units of competency (common
to 11 construction trades) and a period of work placement. This component, which
would typically be delivered over a one-year period, is designed to provide learners
with a tradesperson’s introduction to the building and construction industry.
In the second component of the course, typically undertaken in the second year of
study, you will choose from 10 trade-specific streams of units of competency that
enable you to focus your learning on a particular trade such as bricklaying, painting or
carpentry.
To progress further in the industry, beyond this introductory level, you will then need to
gain an apprenticeship in your chosen trades area, or pursue further training within the
building and construction field.
Note: If you are completing this unit as part of a different qualification, your lecturer
will give you the relevant information.
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Unit overview
This unit describes the performance outcomes, skills and knowledge required to carry
out levelling operations.
Some basic information for this unit of competency is provided here. You can find the
full unit details in Annex A at the back of this guide.
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Unit title

Carry out levelling operations

Descriptor

This unit of competency specifies the outcomes required to
conduct levelling procedures using the rise and fall method and
the height of instrument method for the purpose of establishing
correct and accurate set-out of buildings, their components and
preparation. It includes the set-up, testing and use of levelling
devices and undertaking closed traverses using a range of
levelling equipment.

National code

CPCCCA3023A

Employability skills

This unit contains employability skills.

Prerequisite unit

CPCCOHS2001A Apply OHS requirements, policies and
procedures in the construction industry

Application

This unit of competency supports achievement of skills to
accurately use a variety of levelling devices commonly used in the
construction industry to establish accurate set-out data for a range
of construction projects, which includes working with others and as
a member of a team.

BC2198
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Element 1 Plan and prepare
1.1 Work instructions, including plans, specifications, quality requirements and operational
details, are obtained, confirmed and applied from relevant information.
1.2 Safety (OHS) requirements are followed in accordance with safety plans and policies.
1.3 Signage and barricade requirements are identified and implemented.
1.4 Tools and equipment selected to carry out tasks are consistent with job
requirements, checked for serviceability, and any faults are rectified or reported prior to
commencement.
1.5 Material quantity requirements are calculated in accordance with plans, specifications
and quality requirements.
1.6 Materials appropriate to the work application are identified, obtained, prepared, safely
handled and located ready for use.
1.7 Environmental requirements are identified for the project in accordance with
environmental plans and statutory and regulatory authority obligations, and are
applied.

Element 2 Conduct levelling procedures using rise and fall method
2.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation before commencing levelling
activities.
2.2 Datum point is set up or located.
2.3 Readings are taken to datum and at nominated or selected stations, to project
specifications.
2.4 Backsights, intermediate sights and foresights are identified and levels are booked.
2.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the process is repeated to project
specifications.
2.6 Accuracy of readings is established using rise and fall method of calculation.
2.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the level book calculations.
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Element 3 Conduct levelling procedures using height of instrument method
3.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation before levelling, including
levelling equipment/device tolerance checks.
3.2 Datum point is set up or located.
3.3 Level readings are taken to datum and the interim reduced level is established.
3.4 Readings are taken at nominated or selected stations to project specifications.
3.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the process is repeated to project
specifications.
3.6 Reduced levels are calculated using height of instrument method.
3.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the calculations and heights and
levels recorded.

Element 4 Calculate distances using stadia lines
4.1 Crosshair readings are checked for accuracy using stadia lines.
4.2 Distances are calculated from instrument to stations using staff, stadia lines and
identified factor of the levelling instrument.

Element 5 Clean up
5.1 Work area is cleared and materials disposed of, reused or recycled in accordance with
legislation, regulations, codes of practice and job specification.
5.2 Tools and equipment are cleaned, checked, levelling devices maintained and stored
in accordance with manufacturer recommendations and standard work practices.
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Skills recognition and recognition of prior
learning (RPL)
You are encouraged to discuss with your lecturer any previous courses or work
experience in which you have participated so that it can be recognised. Evidence must
be provided.

Resources
No specific resources are required for this unit.

Required
You will need to provide:
•

an A4 notepad

•

an A4 file for notes, handouts and printed documents

•

pens, pencils, eraser and highlighters.
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Self-checklist
As you work through this guide you should return to this checklist and record your
progress. Where you understand something and think that you can perform it ‘easily’,
congratulations. Where your response is ‘with help’ – revise the material in that section
and/or discuss with your lecturer or other learners in your group.

CPCCCA3023A Carry out levelling operations
Element 1 Plan and prepare

I understand
Easily

With help

1.1 Work instructions, including plans, specifications, quality
requirements and operational details, are obtained,
confirmed and applied from relevant information.
1.2 Safety (OHS) requirements are followed in accordance
with safety plans and policies.
1.3 Signage and barricade requirements are identified and
implemented.
1.4 Tools and equipment selected to carry out tasks
are consistent with job requirements, checked for
serviceability, and any faults are rectified or reported prior
to commencement.
1.5 Material quantity requirements are calculated in
accordance with plans, specifications and quality
requirements.
1.6 Materials appropriate to the work application are
identified, obtained, prepared, safely handled and located
ready for use.
1.7 Environmental requirements are identified for the project
in accordance with environmental plans and statutory and
regulatory authority obligations, and are applied.
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Element 2 Conduct levelling procedures using rise
and fall method

Easily

With help

Easily

With help

2.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation
before commencing levelling activities.
2.2 Datum point is set up or located.
2.3 Readings are taken to datum and at nominated or selected
stations, to project specifications.
2.4 Backsights, intermediate sights and foresights are
identified and levels are booked.
2.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the
process is repeated to project specifications.
2.6 Accuracy of readings is established using rise and fall
method of calculation.
2.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the level
book calculations.

Element 3 Conduct levelling procedures using height
of instrument method
3.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation
before levelling, including levelling equipment/device
tolerance checks.
3.2 Datum point is set up or located.
3.3 Level readings are taken to datum and the interim
reduced level is established.
3.4 Readings are taken at nominated or selected stations to
project specifications.
3.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the
process is repeated to project specifications.
3.6 Reduced levels are calculated using height of instrument
method.
3.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the
calculations and heights and levels recorded.
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Element 4 Calculate distances using stadia lines

Easily

With help

Easily

With help

4.1 Crosshair readings are checked for accuracy using stadia
lines.
4.2 Distances are calculated from instrument to stations using
staff, stadia lines and identified factor of the levelling
instrument.

Element 5 Clean up
5.1 Work area is cleared and materials disposed of, reused or
recycled in accordance with legislation, regulations, codes
of practice and job specification.
5.2 Tools and equipment are cleaned, checked, levelling
devices maintained and stored in accordance with
manufacturer recommendations and standard work
practices.
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About the icons
Note that not all icons may appear in this guide.

Performance criteria

This icon indicates the performance criteria covered in a section. The
performance criteria contribute to the elements of competency that you must
demonstrate in your assessment.

Activity

This icon indicates that there is an activity for you to do.

Group activity

This icon indicates that there is an activity for you to do with a partner or in a
group.

Workshop activity

This icon indicates that there is a practical activity for you to do in a workshop,
outside location or on a worksite.

Discussion

This icon indicates that there will be a discussion, which could be with a
partner, a group or the whole class.

Research

This icon indicates that you are to do a research activity using the internet,
texts, journals or other relevant sources to find out about something.

Think

This icon indicates that you should stop and think for a moment about the point
being made or the question being asked.

You will also see the following characters used throughout this guide, where there’s a
case study or activity that’s specific to a particular trade.

Dave
A carpenter

Emma
A painter

Liam
A tiler

Katherine
A carpenter

Jim
A supervisor

Christine
An apprentice

Jeremy
An apprentice

Dave
A bricklayer
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Section 1 – Planning and preparing for
levelling
Introduction
As with all jobs in building and construction, the task
of levelling requires careful planning and preparation
– not only because it helps to get the task done
efficiently, but it also ensures that it’s done accurately
and precisely.
The levelling process helps creates a geographic
profile of the site, so it’s very important that this
is carried out correctly. It’s one of the very first steps in the building process, and all
aspects of the construction rely on it. Mistakes made at this point will affect later stages
of the construction process and can be very costly.
Later sections of this guide cover the actual processes involved in carrying out levelling
operations. In this first section, you’ll look at things that must be considered before the
process begins, such as:
•

safety on the worksite

•

work instructions and task requirements

•

your materials, tools and equipment

•

environmental requirements.

Performance criteria
1.1 Work instructions, including plans, specifications, quality requirements and operational
details, are obtained, confirmed and applied from relevant information.
1.2 Safety (OHS) requirements are followed in accordance with safety plans and policies.
1.3 Signage and barricade requirements are identified and implemented.
1.4 Tools and equipment selected to carry out tasks are consistent with job requirements,
checked for serviceability, and any faults are rectified or reported prior to commencement.
1.5 Material quantity requirements are calculated in accordance with plans, specifications and
quality requirements.
1.6 Materials appropriate to the work application are identified, obtained, prepared, safely
handled and located ready for use.
1.7 Environmental requirements are identified for the project in accordance with
environmental plans and statutory and regulatory authority obligations, and are applied.
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Safety on the worksite
Safety is the most important issue in all
construction tasks. All workers, no matter what task
they’re completing, must comply with all site safety
Regulations and procedures.
You may think that carrying out levelling operations
is low risk; however, it has some specific safety
issues that you need to be aware of.

16

•

Movement around the site – Constant moving around the site presents safety
risks such as trip hazards, uneven or unstable ground. You also run the risk of
bumping into obstacles.

•

Manual handling – Although the equipment you use for levelling tasks is small
and easy to transport, you may need to interact with other equipment and
materials on a building site which are large, heavy and awkward to move.

•

Focus and concentration – Because levelling requires
you to focus and pay close attention to what you’re
doing to ensure you’re being precise, it can be easy to
lose awareness of your surroundings and what’s
happening around you.

•

Environment – Levelling operations take place
outside, and often before any building structures are
up to provide shade or shelter. You may be exposed to
elements such as sun, wind and rain.

•

Dust – The quality of the air on site may cause you
respiratory problems and it can obstruct your vision
while you’re levelling.

•

Noise – Building sites can be noisy at times, which may make it hard for you to
concentrate. Noise is also a safety issue because you may not be able to hear
what’s happening around you.

•

Human traffic – Building sites are often busy with lots of workers moving around.
It’s inevitable that people will get in each other’s way sometimes.

•

Mechanical traffic – There will be times when you’ll be positioned in a place
where you may not be seen easily seen by others – particularly if someone’s
driving a large vehicle. You may also have to take a
level from a point on the kerb or roadside of the site,
which puts you at risk from moving vehicles.

•

High-risk situations – There are always areas of
high risk such as demolition, excavation, confined
spaces and heights that you’ll need to be aware of.
For example, you may be required to complete a
levelling task for services and footings in an open
trench.

BC2198
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Minimising safety risks
As you know from the OHS unit you’ve already completed, the risk from safety hazards
can usually be minimised if you take some basic precautions as part of your planning
and preparation for the work task.

Activity 1.1 Planning and preparation to minimise risks
The points below are taken from the list on the previous page. They represent some of the key
safety issues that you should consider when you’re carrying out levelling operations.
For each issue, come up with strategies for minimising the risks as you would if you were filling
in a job safety analysis (JSA).
The first one has been done for you as an example.
Movement around the site

•

Walk around the site before starting the task.

•

Check for uneven or unstable ground and put
markers or signs/barricades on problem areas.

•

Look around for things that you might trip
over or bump into. Move them if possible.

Manual handling

Focus and concentration

Environment

Dust
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Noise

Human traffic

Mechanical traffic

High-risk situations

Open trenches
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Establishing the task
Before you start a levelling task, you’ll need to
make sure that you’ve got all the information
required.
This information usually comes from the project
plans, drawings and specifications. Interpreting
these documents accurately is particularly
important, because levelling must be very precise.

Activity 1.2 Reading plans
Your lecturer will provide you with some examples of site plans and drawings.
In a small group, identify any symbols or information about the geography of the site that could
be used when you complete a levelling task.
Describe what you find and what it might be used for.

Other sources of information may include:
•

legislation, Regulations, Australian Standards® and building codes

•

company policies and procedures

•

national survey data

•

the building or site supervisor, and/or your supervisor.
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Work instructions
Whenever you’re given instructions for a task or project, you’ll need to make sure that
you clearly understand what you have to do. Instructions may be provided in written or
verbal form, or sometimes a mix of the two.
Being able to give and receive instructions effectively is an important part of
communication on the worksite. Here are a few tips to help you out if you’re given
instructions that are unclear or incomplete or if you have trouble understanding them.
•

Take notes. It’s hard to remember everything by keeping it in your head. Writing a
few notes helps remind you what needs to be done.

•

Ask questions. Don’t be afraid to ask for more information or for clarification on
something. Something simple like, ‘I don’t quite get what you mean by…’ or ‘Could
you tell me a bit more about how to…’ is a good way to get the details you need.

•

Be aware of language. You may be teamed up with people from other countries
or cultures who don’t speak English as well as you do. This can sometimes make
communication difficult, but be patient. Listen carefully, speak clearly, take notes
and ask questions until both you and the other person(s) are sure the instructions
and/or information have been communicated correctly.

•

Confirm the instructions before you start the task. Never walk away feeling unsure
about what you’ve got to do. A good way of confirming is to say something like,
‘OK, before I go, I’ll just check I’ve got this right…’, then refer to your notes, run
through the key points or steps, and ask for confirmation that you’ve got all the
information you need.

•

Sequence the instructions. Putting instructions and/or steps into the order you’ll be
completing them makes them much easier to follow.

Case study – Work instructions
Jeremy’s supervisor, Jim, called him over for a quick chat.
He asked Jeremy to go and sort out a load of materials that had
been delivered earlier in the day, and get them moved because
he needed to take some levels and they were in the way.
As Jim was talking, he pointed over in the direction of the north
corner of the worksite, and said something about that’s where
the materials were. Then he said ‘All right, mate? Thanks,’ and
walked away.
Jeremy thought that sounded like a pretty straightforward task, but when he got over to where
Jim had been pointing, he found several different loads of materials in a few different places.
He didn’t know which ones in particular Jim had been talking about, so he wasn’t sure what
had to be moved. He also realised that he didn’t know how he was supposed to move them, or
where they were supposed to go.
Being new to the job, Jeremy didn’t want to look stupid but he’s now got no idea what to do and
he knows Jim is relying on him to get this task done.

20
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Activity 1.3 Checking and confirming instructions
What went wrong with the communication between Jim and Jeremy? Take another look at the
case study, and answer the following questions.
How could Jim have been clearer with his
instructions?

What could Jeremy have done to clarify the
instructions before Jim walked away?

What do you think Jeremy should do?

1.

List the steps he could now take to get the
information he needs.

2.
3.
4.

Quality requirements
As with all construction tasks there are quality
requirements related to carrying out levelling
operations. These are generally covered in
Australian Standards®. If you’re unsure about quality
requirements – whether in relation to the work you’re
doing, the materials you’re using, or some other area
– always check with your supervisor.
Although there is no specific Standard for levelling,
information related to carrying out levelling operations can be found in some of the
Standards for construction elements that rely on correct establishment of ground level,
such as:
•

AS 2870–2011 Residential slabs and footings

•

AS 1684.2–2010 Residential timber-framed construction – Non-cyclonic areas.
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Activity 1.4 Quality requirements
There will also be job- and site-specific quality requirements you must be aware of when
planning a task.
List three sources of information about quality requirements for a construction project.
1.
2.
3.

Tools, equipment and materials
A very important part of planning for a construction project
is being able to identify the tools that are most appropriate
for the task and making sure you have access to them
where and when you need them.
You’ll be looking at the tools, materials and equipment used
to carry out levelling operations in more detail later in this
guide, but here are some key points you need to remember
when planning and preparing for a work task.

22

•

Check the condition of all tools before you start any
work, and rectify or report any faults.

•

Always read the manufacturers’ instructions for any
tools, equipment and materials you’re not familiar with.

•

Be aware of materials that may be hazardous. Look for warning labels and, if
there’s a safety data sheet (SDS), read it carefully.

•

Never use a tool or piece of equipment for any purpose other than what it’s
designed for.

•

When you’re calculating material quantities, always double-check the plan and/or
instructions you’re working from, and also your calculations. This will help you to
avoid situations where you can’t complete a task because you have either too
much or not enough of a material you need.

BC2198
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Activity 1.5 Planning tools, equipment and materials
With help from your lecturer or supervisor, describe the processes in your workshop or work
placement worksite for selecting and handling tools and materials.
Selecting or
requesting tools
and equipment

Reporting
faulty tools and
equipment

Identifying the type
and amount of
materials required
for a task

Obtaining and
storing materials

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014
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Environmental issues
All construction projects have the potential to affect the environment negatively.
Although levelling tasks are generally considered to have very little environmental
impact as they don’t use resources heavily, create a lot of waste or require much
clean-up, environmental issues still need to be considered.
Most construction companies or worksites will have an environmental management
plan (EMP) or policies and procedures for ensuring that projects have as little impact
as possible. It’s everyone’s responsibility to work in a way that has as low an impact on
the environment as possible.
As part of your planning and preparation, make sure you:
•

check if there’s an existing EMP for the company, worksite and project

•

comply with waste management and clean-up procedures as required.

Activity 1.6 Being more environmentally friendly
What are three things you can do to be more environmentally friendly on the worksite?
List your three ideas below then share them with a classmate. Find out what others have on the
list – maybe you’ll get some more good ideas.
1.

2.

3.

24
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Introduction
Levelling is the process of identifying the heights
of points on a surface by taking and comparing
measurements. It’s possible to discover the height
of a mountain with the correct levelling technique.
Identifying elevations (heights) is essential in
the construction industry to create or profile the
surfaces required when building stable, safe and
economical structures of all types including roads,
bridges, mines, dams and commercial, community
and residential buildings.
In this section we’ll look at:
•

what levels are

•

how levelling is used in building and construction

•

levelling methods

•

levelling tools.

Performance criteria
1.4 Tools and equipment selected to carry out tasks are consistent with job requirements,
checked for serviceability, and any faults are rectified or reported prior to commencement.
2.2 Datum point is set up or located.
5.2 Tools and equipment are cleaned, checked, levelling devices maintained and stored in
accordance with manufacturer recommendations and standard work practices.
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What is a level?
A level is a measurement of the elevation
(height) of a point above or below another point,
eg the height of the floor of a building above
ground or the depth of a sewerage drain below
ground.

Activity 2.1 Level, line and plumb
With your class, discuss the following concepts that describe the relationship between different
positions on a building project.
Give an example of how or where each might be used on a building project.

Example

Diagram

Level

Line

Plumb

There are some standard levels used in construction to ensure that buildings are stable
and constructed correctly in relation to existing geographic conditions and surrounding
features.
26
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Mean sea level
Mean sea level (MSL) is the average level of the surface of the ocean in a given area.
The MSL is assigned a value of 0.000 m and becomes the standardised level to which
all other levels are compared.
For example, Mount Everest (the highest mountain on earth) is 8848 metres above sea
level and the Mariana Trench (the deepest part of the ocean) is 10 971 metres below
sea level.

Mount Everest
8848 m

MSL 0.000 m

Mariana Trench
–10 971 m

In Australia, the MSL was calculated by continuously recording tide measurements in
30 locations around the coast of the Australian continent from 1966–1968 and is known
as the Australian Height Datum (AHD).
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Benchmarks
Benchmarks (BMs) or AHD markers are
permanent height reference marks officially
recognised by government authorities.
They may be grooves carved into stonework
or other stable materials, or a metal plate set
in concrete with an elevation stamped on the
surface. The position and height of benchmarks
are often shown on large-scale maps.

Site datum or temporary benchmark
A site datum or a temporary benchmark (both generally referred to as ‘the datum’) is
a recognised point on a building site to which all other height levels on the site are
related.

Ground surface
> 10.000 m
Datum
10.000 m
< 10.000 m

The height of a site datum or temporary benchmark may be directly related to the
height of a nearby benchmark or an arbitrary value given by the architect, eg 10.000 m
or 100.000 m.
By assigning a high value (greater than 0.000 m) to the site datum, the architect
ensures that the points below the datum are not recorded as negative numbers and
therefore easier to use in calculations.
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The datum is an immovable point that remains unchanged for the duration of the job.
A typical datum could be:
•

a hardened steel nail set into the road at the front of the site

•

a specially placed peg set into a concrete block in an out-of-the-way spot on the
site

•

a permanent and easily identifiable object like a manhole cover or a concrete kerb.

Often a number of datum are set up around the perimeter of a building site as a
precaution against a single site height reference being disturbed or dug up part way
through the project.
A datum is represented by a crosshair symbol on a site plan.

Activity 2.2 Site datum
Identify three objects in the environment around your classroom or workshop that could be used
as a reliable site datum.
1.
2.
3.

You may find that some terms, eg benchmarks, temporary benchmarks, datum and
site datum, are used interchangeably to describe the same level on a building site.
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Levelling tasks in construction
Identification of level is required throughout the construction process but particularly in
the initial stages of creating a profile of the land and setting up before building starts.
The following examples are common tasks that require level information.

Identifying groundwork requirements
Before any construction project can begin, the surface of the site is prepared in a
process known as groundwork.
A levelling survey is completed to find out if the ground levels of the site are too high or
too low in relation to the proposed floor level of the building. By doing this, the amount
of material, to be removed, eg earth, sand or rock, can be calculated.

Required level
of site

Material to be
removed

Material to
be added

Preparing for services
Services such as telephone, internet, electricity,
gas and water may need to be installed before
work on the building can begin. Levelling is
carried out to ensure that these services are
installed at the correct distance below the
proposed floor level.
Similarly, waste services such as drainage and
sewerage pipes need to be set at the correct fall
(series of levels) to ensure that waste material is
safely dispersed away from the building.
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Setting out the shape and position of a building
Setting out is the process of transferring the shape, size and position of a proposed
building from the architect’s plans to the actual site. Levelling is required to make sure
that the building is constructed at the correct heights.

Laying foundations and footings
Foundations and footings are the lowest part of the
building structure. They support the weight of the building,
and transfer the load safely onto the ground.
All the foundations and footings in a construction project
need to be set exactly level to ensure that the supported
building is (and remains) precisely vertical as it continues
upwards out of the foundations or footings and above the
ground.

Installing structural components
On some construction projects, structural components such as steel frameworks are
made in a workshop and delivered to the site for installation. As these components
often form the supporting structure of a building, any errors or discrepancies in
installation levels will affect the strength and stability of the building and may require
expensive alterations.
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Levelling methods
A variety of levelling methods are used for different purposes. They include:
•

profile levelling, which involves taking a series of levels along a line, eg when
constructing a road

•

reciprocal levelling, used to determine the levels of two points across an
obstruction like a river or chasm by taking measurements from both sides

•

trigonometric levelling or calculating angles and distance to determine levels
when, for example, one point is inaccessible.

On a building site, levels are identified by comparing them to other levels or to a datum.

Simple levelling
Simple levelling is taking or comparing the levels of two or more points from a single
location. It is usually done over relatively short distances.

Simple levelling would be used to, for example, set pegs at a uniform height for a
concrete pour (so that a foundation or floor slab will be level) or to ensure that a brick
wall remains straight and plumb as it’s being built.
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Differential levelling
Sometimes it’s not possible to take all the required level measurements from a single
point. This can happen when:
•

the points are too far apart

•

the difference in height between the two points is too great

•

there are obstacles obstructing the view between the two points.

Differential levelling is taking levels from different locations and calculating the
relationships between the measurements and a datum.

Differential levelling may be used, for example, to take levels around the boundary of
a building block, or to transfer a datum or benchmark from one side of the site to the
other where there is a significant slope, a structure or natural feature in the way.
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Levelling tools
Depending on the task, levelling operations on a construction site are carried out using
a variety of tools. Some of these tools are very simple and quick to use while others are
more complicated and require greater control for precision levelling.

Spirit level
A spirit level consists of a body (generally made from
aluminium) with an inset glass tube filled with a liquid
that contains a bubble of air.
The position of the bubble in relation to permanent
markings on the glass indicates whether a surface is
plumb (vertical) or level (horizontal).

Line level
A line level is a miniature spirit level with a hook on
each end to allow the instrument to be suspended on
a taut stringline. It’s used to transfer height levels from
one point to another. Line levels are not very accurate
and are used mostly used to, for example, check falls
in concrete paths.

Water level
Due to the effects of gravity, still water is level, so a
clear plastic tube filled with water is a very simple tool
that can be used to transfer heights on a construction
site from one point to another.
Water levels are particularly useful to quickly transfer
height measurements from one room to another when
there is no clear line of sight.

Stringline
A stringline is one of the oldest and most basic hand
tools used in building and construction. It’s typically
used in the setting out of buildings to create a straight
line between two level points.
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Plumb-bob
Plumb-bobs (also known as plumb lines) are heavy
metal objects with a pointed tip attached to the end
of a stringline. Using gravity, they accurately transfer
points vertically, eg from ceiling to floor, and can
be used to check that a surface is plumb (vertically
straight). Plumb-bobs can be awkward to use in windy
conditions.

Straight edge
Straight edges have a long, straight body made from
wood or metal and can be used with spirit levels
to transfer levels over short distances. They are
generally available in lengths of 1.5–4 m.

Boning rod
Boning rods are T-shaped devices used to check a straight line between two fixed
points over long distances. They come in sets of three or four and are usually made
from timber with their cross-rails painted in different colours – black, red and white – so
that they can be seen easily.
Boning rods are used to help in the setting out of horizontal surfaces or surfaces with a
constant slope for excavation works, paths and drainage pipes.

Optical level
Optical levels are used to find precise height measurements and to check and transfer
level information over longer distances than the simpler levelling tools described so far.
An optical level is basically a telescope (usually with a magnification of around 20×)
mounted on a swivelling base. It’s adjusted with an attached spirit level so that the view
through the telescope (the line of sight) is straight along the horizontal plane.
Telescope

Eye
piece

Focus
screw

Levelling screw
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Horizontal plane
Line of sight

Surface

By looking through the telescope toward a staff (a large rule), the operator can
measure the distance between the surface and the line of sight. This measurement
can then be compared to a measurement on a plan or at another location, or used to
calculate the height of the surface at the position of the staff.
Optical levels are often referred to mistakenly as ‘dumpy levels’ which are only one
of many types of optical levels. They include the following.

Dumpy level
A simple, compact device consisting of a telescope fixed to a levelling plate with
three or four base plate adjustment screws that are used to level the instrument.
When set up correctly, the dumpy level will remain level when rotated through 360°.

Tilting level
A variation on the dumpy level that is very accurate and used for top quality work.
The telescope is levelled by a screw which tilts the telescope. It needs to be reset
for each reading taken.

Automatic level
Also known as a ‘self-levelling level’, an automatic level requires only basic set-up
as it has internal compensating mirrors that fine-tune the level of the instrument.
Automatic levels are the most commonly used optical levels due to their speedy
set-up time and ease of use.

Digital level
Similar to an automatic level; however, the readings are taken automatically by the
instrument using a barcode. The instrument displays the reading and records the
level measurements.
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The advantage of optical levels over other simpler levelling tools is that they’re accurate
and quick to use over long distances. Because there are no physical media involved,
eg stringlines, straight edges, they’re relatively free from error – as long as the operator
can read a staff correctly!
The main disadvantage is that they can’t be used by a single operator as they require
an assistant to position and hold the staff.

Laser level
Laser levels are replacing optical levels on construction sites because they are more
precise, easier to use and can be operated without an assistant.

Laser
emitter

Handle

Controls
Laser device
housing

A laser level is a laser beam projector mounted on a tripod. It projects a beam of light
along a horizontal plane. The light falls on a surface, eg a wall or a staff, and a mark,
comparison or staff reading can be made.
The laser levels most commonly used in the construction industry include:
•

aimable – a stationary laser beam aimed at a target with a remote control handset

Horizontal plane
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rotating – a rotating prism that sweeps the laser beam 360° around the horizontal plane;
the speed of rotation can be varied from zero to very fast
Horizontal plane

•

continuous plane – the laser beam is reflected by an inverted cone and spreads a
continuous plane of laser light through 360°.

Laser receiver
As the laser beam can’t always be seen in brightly lit areas, a receiver (also known as
a detector or target) is usually used to locate the beam.
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Classification of lasers
Any equipment that generates a laser is classified by an Australian Standard®.
Powerful lasers can cause injury (particularly eye damage) and can be used only by
a licensed operator.
Most laser levels available for use in construction
levelling, however, are very low-powered and classified
as Class 1. These means that they’re safe to use and an
operating licence isn’t required.
Some classifications of laser levels require the operator
to display safety signs warning that laser levels are
being used.

CAUTION
LASER LEVEL
IN USE

Levelling staff
Levelling staffs are long vertical rulers, usually made from
wood or aluminium, which are marked with a graduated
scale so that measurements can be at a distance. They’re
usually 3–5 m long and may have telescoping or hinged
sections that expand or collapse as required.
Levelling staffs are available in a variety of measuring units,
scales, graduations and patterns, including barcoded staffs that are used with digital
levelling equipment.

The most commonly seen levelling staff on construction sites in Australia is the E-staff
which has distinctive E-shaped markings.
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Miscellaneous equipment

40

Tripod

Measuring tape

Marking tool

Wooden peg

Steel peg

Cutting and percussion tools
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Activity 2.3 Levelling tools
Which of the levelling tools you have looked at in this section would you use for the following
tasks?
Making sure two wooden
set-out pegs are at the
same height
Marking out a path

Finding the height at
different points on a
slope
Checking to make sure
a doorframe is straight
(plumb)
Building a brick wall

Transferring a height
measurement from one
room to another
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Care, maintenance and storage of levelling tools
Levelling tools are precision instruments that need to be looked after properly to retain
their measuring accuracy. Levelling equipment can be expensive to replace, so you
must treat it with care.
The following tips will help you to do this.
•

Always transport optical and laser levels in padded containers.

•

Never lift levelling instruments by their external components such as the eyepiece
or the adjustment levers and dials.

•

Make sure that accessories like tripods are compatible with the equipment and
have the correct connecting components.

•

Avoid exposing levelling instruments to shock, vibrations or extreme temperatures.

•

Use a plastic rain cover to protect levelling instruments when you’re working in wet
or damp conditions.

•

Never use the staff for any other purpose.

•

Never leave equipment unattended while it’s set up.

At the end of every job, check the state of your equipment and carry out any cleaning
and routine maintenance required.
Equipment should be serviced regularly by authorised personnel. Regular testing and
maintenance ensure that the measurements taken by levelling equipment are precise
and accurate.
If you find any faults or damage, attach a repair tag and report the issue to a
storeperson or supervisor. Damaged tools must be repaired but this should be done
only by trained personnel.
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Activity 2.4 Cleaning, maintenance and storage of levelling tools
Use the internet to find an example of a user’s guide for an optical or laser level.
List four examples of instructions for the following tasks.

Type of levelling instrument:
Cleaning and maintenance
1.

2.

3.

4.

Storage
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Introduction
All but the most basic levelling tasks will require the
use of an optical or laser level to take precise level
measurements of locations on the building site.
In this section you’ll find information about:
•

the process of setting up an optical or laser level

•

taking a reading using a staff

•

the types of errors that may affect the accuracy of
levelling operations.

Performance criteria
2.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation before commencing levelling
activities.
3.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation before levelling, including
levelling equipment/device tolerance checks.
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Setting up the tripod
A tripod is used as a stable platform to hold the levelling device. To correctly set up and
stabilise a tripod, consider the following tips.
•

Do not position the tripod legs too far apart or too close together.

•

On sloping ground, set the tripod so that one leg is uphill and the other two are
downhill on the slope.

•

Set up on firm, dry ground that doesn’t shift as you walk around.

•

Push the tripod’s pins into the ground as far as they will go.

•

Extend the legs on the tripod so that the tripod is just above chest height (the
levelling instrument should be at eye height) as bending down or standing on
tiptoe can be tiring.

•

Set the top of the tripod as level as possible with the leg adjustment. This will
minimise the adjusting that needs to be done with the base plate, adjusting screws
or compensating devices and the amount that an automatic or laser level will need
to correct itself.

Think about where you’re setting up. You may need to leave the instrument there for several
hours or even all day. Will it be in the way of vehicles, other workers or members of the public?

Using an optical level
As an optical level is a very simple instrument, there is little difference in the way the
various types are used to take a measurement. However, there are variations in the
process of setting up and adjusting the instrument for accuracy.
The following information relates to the simple, automatic levels commonly used in
building and construction.

Setting up
1.

Mount the levelling instrument on the tripod and, if necessary, make manual
adjustments to ensure that it’s level.
a)

46

Use the base plate adjustment screws to bring the bubble in the attached
spirit level into the centre.
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b)

Swing the optical level around 180° and centre the bubble again.

c)

Return the optical level to the starting position and recheck the bubble.
Adjust as necessary until the optical level is accurate in all directions.
As long as the bubble in the circular level is central, the automatic
compensators will make the necessary fine adjustments.

2.

Look through the eyepiece of the optical level towards the levelling staff. Turn the
focusing knob (clockwise or anticlockwise) until the details of the staff are clear.
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Adjust the eyepiece (by turning clockwise or anticlockwise) to eliminate parallax
error.

Parallax error

Viewpoint
Object
Background

Parallax is the difference in the perceived position of an object viewed along
different lines of sight; that is, as you can see above, the background behind the
object will seem to be in a different position.
Hold an object in front of your face at eye level. Look at it with one eye closed then
the other eye closed. What do you notice?
When you look through an optical levelling instrument, parallax error will distort your
view of the markings on the staff.
You can check for this error in an optical level by moving your eye up and down in
front of the eyepiece. If the crosshairs (the marks on the telescope glass) appear to
move in relation to the view in the telescope, parallax error is present.

Activity 3.1 Setting up an optical levelling instrument
Your lecturer will provide optical levels for your class. With a partner, complete the following
set-up steps.

48

1.

Mount and secure the instrument on a tripod.

2.

Adjust the base plate adjustment screws to make the instrument level.

3.

Adjust the focus so that the view through the telescope is clear.

4.

Check for parallax error and adjust if necessary.
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Taking a reading
When you look through an optical level, you’ll see a horizontal line and a vertical line
creating a crosshair. When you look at the staff, the level reading is the measurement
at the exact centre of the cross, as pictured here.

1·9
1·8
Crosshair

1·7

There are two short, parallel lines at the top and bottom of the
view. These are called stadia lines. These lines are used to
measure distance. You will look at that process in Section 6.
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Using a laser level
Laser levels vary from make to make and model to model. Before you use a laser
level, read the manufacturer’s instructions to familiarise yourself with that particular
instrument.
The following information is a basic guide to setting up and taking level readings with a
rotating laser level as these are the most commonly used on Australian building sites.

Setting up
1.

Securely mount the laser level on a tripod or suitable surface.

2.

Press the power button on the instrument, allowing enough time (approximately
60 seconds) for the laser to self-level. The laser head may begin to rotate before
the self-levelling is complete.

3.

Select the required rotation speed.

Taking a reading
1.

Mount the laser receiver on the staff at the measurement position, turn it to face
the laser beam then press the receiver’s power button.

2.

Slowly move the receiver in an upwards and downwards direction until the laser
beam indicator arrows appear and you hear an audible signal.

3.

Using the indicator as a guide, move the receiver up or down until the centre line
lights up and you hear a continuous sound. This shows you that the laser beam is
precisely level with the receiver.

Move receiver
down the staff

50

Move receiver
up the staff
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4.

Lock the receiver into place on the staff and read the measurement at the indicator
line.
Receiver

Indicator
line

Indicator
display

Staff

Activity 3.2 Setting up a laser levelling instrument
Your lecturer will provide optical levels for your class. With a partner or in a small group,
complete the following set-up steps.
1.

Mount and secure the instrument on a tripod or other suitable surface.

2.

Turn the instrument on and allow it to self-level.

3.

Turn the receiver on and test for visual and audible signals.

4.

Move the receiver up and down in front of the laser to check the level indicator.
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Using a staff
To take a precise level reading, you use a staff to measure elevation in metres to
three decimal places, eg 1.255; that is, the metres and tenths, and hundredths and
thousandths of a metre.
While there is a variety of staffs available, the E-staff is the most commonly used on
construction sites in Australia.

Reading an E-staff
An E-staff has a series of ‘E’ shapes printed at set intervals along its length, with two
small squares between each. These shapes are used like the lines on a ruler or tape
measure but are easier to see at a distance.

1·1
1·0

Note: The design and colour of the staff can vary; however, most staffs use a
combination of black and red with an alternating pattern of E-shapes.
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The staff is initially divided into metres and tenths of metres (100 mm). These are
labelled with a number with a decimal point. The measurement line always lines up with
either the bottom or top of each E-shape.

1.1 m
1
10

m

(100 mm)

1.0 m

Each vertical block of colour (and space between) in the shapes is one hundredth of a
metre (10 mm) high. There are 10 separate blocks of colour (and space) between each
numerical label (10 × 10 mm = 100 mm).
Note: You will notice that each E-shape is 50 mm (5 × 10 mm).
50
40
30
20
10

1.100

1
100

m

(10 mm)
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As each block is 10 mm high, the thousandths of metres (1 mm) can be estimated by
dividing each colour block (or space) into 10.

90
80
70
60
50
40
The process for taking a level reading on an E-staff is completed in three steps.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

1·2

1·2

1·1
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1·1

1·2
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1·1

Read the
metres/tenths of
metres by noting the
number below the
crosshair.

Read the hundreths
of metres by counting
the blocks of colour
and the space
between the number
and the crosshair.

Read the thousandths
of metres by
estimating the number
of millimetres in the
colour block (or space)
below the crosshair.

Reading: 1.1

Reading: 1.18

Final reading: 1.187
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Activity 3.3 Level readings
Read the metres and tenths, and hundredths and thousandths of metres on these staff sights.
Write the level measurement reading below each image.

1·9

1·6
1·8

1·5

Reading:

Reading:

1·2

0·9
1·0

0·8

0·9
Reading:
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Activity 3.4 Taking level readings
Your lecturer will identify positions in your classroom or workshop for you to take level
measurement readings. Record each reading in this table.

Location name/number

Staff reading

Holding a staff
Taking a level with an optical levelling instrument usually requires an operator to look
through the telescope and take the reading, and an assistant to hold the staff at the
measurement point.
A land surveyor’s assistant is also known as a chain person because surveyors
measure distances with a special type of chain rather than a tape.
The most important aspect of holding a staff is making sure it’s plumb (vertical). If it’s
leaning in any direction, the crosshairs will appear to be further up the staff and the
reading will be incorrect.

Line of sight

Incorrect
reading
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If the assistant stands behind the staff, neither the assistant nor the instrument operator
can tell whether the staff is vertical from the side.

Note: The movements of the staff in this direction are generally referred to as ‘fore
and aft’.
If the assistant stands to the side of the staff, they can tell if it’s vertical ‘fore and aft’,
while the instrument operator can see if it’s vertical the other way.

Assistant’s
view
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Staff level
You can buy a small circular level that’s
made especially for keeping the staff vertical.
It’s held against the staff and the assistant
holds the staff so that the bubble is inside the
etched circle.

Communication
Good communication is essential in all construction tasks because, in most situations,
you’ll be working with a partner or a team.
The challenge of communicating while completing a levelling task is that you will
usually be working some distance from your partner on a noisy worksite. Levelling
instrument operators and their assistants traditionally use hand signals to pass
messages to each other.
While some hand signals are simple and common to most worksites, there is no
standard set used across the construction industry in Australia. So you must always
make sure that you and your partner or team agree on the signals to be used when
you’re carrying out levelling tasks.
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Activity 3.5 Communication
Look at the signals used in these photographs. What do you think they mean?

When you’re working with people from different backgrounds who speak different languages
and have had experiences and work methods, what can you do to make sure you are
communicating effectively? List five strategies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
List two other ways you can communicate across a distance on a construction site.
1.
2.
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Levelling errors
Accuracy is essential in all aspects of construction, so you must be aware of the
potential sources of error when carrying out levelling tasks.
Errors can seem very small and in some cases may not be immediately noticeable but
they can add up over multiple readings or over longer distances and have a significant
effect on the overall accuracy of the task.

Operator error
The instrument operator can make a number of simple errors including:
•

setting up the instrument incorrectly or on an unsuitable surface

•

handling the equipment incorrectly, eg knocking or moving the instrument or not
holding the staff vertically

•

reading errors, eg mistaking stadia lines for the central crosshair, or not reading
the staff correctly

•

recording errors, eg not recording the reading immediately.

Instrument error
All levelling instruments are delicate and should be treated with care at all times. Their
components can become misaligned over time with normal use and they need to be
recalibrated (adjusted) or sent for repair.
It’s impossible to tell whether an optical level is giving accurate readings just by looking
through it. The line of sight may be inaccurate and above or below the level plane.

Level plane
Line of sight

This is known as collimation error and the following process can be used to check
optical levelling instruments for accuracy.
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1.

Knock two pegs into the ground at least 30 m apart (they don’t have to be level
with each other).

2.

Set up the optical level approximately halfway between the pegs (Station 1) and
take and record a reading at each peg.

BC2198
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Calculate the difference in level by subtracting the smaller number from the larger
number.

1.200

1.240

Station 1
Peg A

Peg B

Station 1
Peg A

1.200

Peg B

1.240

Calculation

1.240
– 1.200

Station 2

0.040

3.

Move the optical level so that it’s five metres outside one of the pegs (Station 2)
and take and record a reading from each peg.
Calculate the difference in level by subtracting the smaller number from the larger
number.

1.150

1.190

Station 2
Peg A
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Station 1

Station 2

Peg A

1.200

1.150

Peg B

1.240

1.190

Calculation

1.240
– 1.200

1.190
– 1.150
0.040

0.040

Because the pegs haven’t altered in height, the calculated difference in height should
be the same from both stations.
Calculation

1.240
– 1.200

1.190
– 1.150

0.040

0.040

If the calculated difference in height is not the same, the error must be in the
instrument, because the height of the two pegs hasn’t changed.
If the instrument is reading high or low, the error will cancel out at Station 1 because
both readings will be out by the same amount. However, from Station 2 the error will be
amplified when reading the second peg. You can see how much difference there would
be in the illustration here.

Station 1
Peg A

Station 2
Peg B

Peg A

Peg B

If the instrument is found to be reading incorrectly, it will need to be recalibrated or
repaired by a specialist.
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Activity 3.6 Two-peg test
Using the readings below and on the following page, perform the two-peg test calculations to
identify which instrument needs recalibration or repair.
Calibration test – Instrument 1

1.495

A

1.528

1.420

B

1.453

A

Inside pegs

B

Outside pegs

Peg A
Peg B
Calculation

(continues over page)
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Calibration test – Instrument 2

1.255

A

1.241

1.280

B

1.275

A

Inside pegs

B

Outside pegs

Peg A
Peg B
Calculation

Which instrument requires recalibration or repair?
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Environmental error
The environment in which you take level readings can cause errors, for example:
•

shimmer and glare from the sun can affect your ability to read the staff correctly

•

high winds can affect the stability of the levelling instrument and the staff

•

rain can affect clarity of vision and damage the instrument.

There are other less visible environmental effects that can have a significant impact on
the accuracy of level readings. These include refraction and curvature of the earth.

Refraction
Refraction is the bending of light waves as they pass
through different environments and it affects the way we
see. You may have noticed this in a swimming pool where
a person looks distorted when they are half in and half out
of the water.
Although it’s less noticeable, refraction also occurs as light passes through the
atmosphere. When you look through the telescope of an optical level, the line of sight
can bend slightly downwards and cause staff readings to be too low. As this error
is magnified over long distances, the distance between the instrument and the staff
should be less than 100 m (50 m is recommended) when you’re taking level readings.

Horizontal plane
Refracted line of sight
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You can make calculations to compensate for refraction errors or you can cancel them
out by taking readings at points of equal distance from the instrument.

100 m

100 m

Curvature of the earth
Without the interference of refraction, the line of sight on a levelling instrument runs
straight along a continuous, horizontal plane. However, because the earth is round, the
ground curves away from this horizontal plane and the gap between the two increases.

Horizontal plane (line of sight)
Leve

l line

Surface line

This is known as curvature, and results in the staff reading being too high. As this
error is also magnified over longer distances, it’s another reason to avoid taking level
readings at distances greater than 100 m.
Calculations for refraction and curvature error are usually combined.
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Booking
Any level reading taken on a worksite must be recorded. This process is known as
‘booking’, because the entries are made into a field book.
The field book provides:
•

an ongoing record of site information

•

a record of the geographic profile of the site, including ground conditions,
elevations and requirements

•

data for calculation of levels

•

a process for checking precision and accuracy.

The layout of field books will vary depending on the task, conditions and the information
required for the project.
In the following sections, you’ll find information on how to make entries and calculations
in a levelling field book.
It’s essential that you keep careful records to make sure that levelling tasks are
completed correctly and the data is sufficient for its purpose.
Completed field books should be stored safely in an accessible location for future
reference.
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Introduction
Levelling tasks on a construction site usually involve taking a
series of level measurements to, for example:
•

set out the position of structures

•

identify ground levels at critical points for formwork,
services, slabs, footings and structural components.

In this section, you’ll look at the process of taking and booking a
series of levels on a building site.

Performance criteria
2.2 Datum point is set up or located.
2.3 Readings are taken to datum and at nominated or selected stations, to project
specifications.
2.4 Backsights, intermediate sights and foresights are identified and levels are booked.
2.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the process is repeated to project
specifications.
3.2 Datum point is set up or located.
3.3 Level readings are taken to datum and the interim reduced level is established.
3.4 Readings are taken at nominated or selected stations to project specifications.
3.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the process is repeated to project
specifications.
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Identifying the required measurement points
The first step in a levelling task is to identify
what you are to measure and why you are to
measure it.
For example, you may need to transfer a level
from the datum to another part of the site or
determine the levels for the groundwork in the
area where the new structure will stand.
The site plans give you an overview of the site and the proposed structures. It should
also provide important information such as the position and value of the datum. From
this you can identify the points at which level measurements can or should be taken.

LOT 47
VACANT

EXISTING POST AND METAL SHEET FENCE

EXISTING
TREES TO
REMAIN

PROPOSED
DWELLING

LOT 62

N

LOT 63

EXIST. BRK
AND TILE

10.000

PROSPECT PLACE
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Traverses
In most cases you’ll need to take a series of measurements along a path called a level
traverse or level run.
There are three types of traverse.
•

A closed loop traverse is a survey where the readings start and end at the same
point (where the height is already known). A survey of the perimeter of a building
lot is an example of a task that would require a closed loop traverse.

LOT 47

VACANT
C

B

D

EXISTING POST AND METAL SHEET FENCE

EXISTING
TREES TO
REMAIN

PROPOSED
DWELLING

LOT 62

LOT 63

A

E

N

EXIST. BRK
AND TILE

10.000
START/
END

G

F

PROSPECT PLACE
•

A closed traverse is a survey where the readings begin at a point where the
height is known, and end at a different point where the height is also already
known. The accuracy of the intermediate readings is easily checked if the
beginning and end points are known heights.

LOT 47
VACANT

TBM

EXISTING POST AND METAL SHEET FENCE

PROPOSED
DWELLING

LOT 62

B

C

EXISTING
TREES TO
REMAIN

END

LOT 63

START
10.000

A

N

EXIST. BRK
AND TILE

PROSPECT PLACE
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An open traverse is a survey where the readings begin at a point of known height
and end at a point where the height is not known. This type of level traverse can
be used to, for example, establish another datum or temporary benchmark at a
different part of the site.

LOT 47
VACANT

EXISTING POST AND METAL SHEET FENCE

C
END EXISTING

PROPOSED
DWELLING

LOT 62

TREES TO
REMAIN

B

LOT 63

EXIST. BRK
AND TILE

A

N

START
10.000

PROSPECT PLACE
You should avoid this type of traverse if at all possible as it’s impossible to check
whether errors have been made.
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These paths are in plan view; that is, you’re looking down on a two-dimensional
representation and you can easily see the horizontal positions of the measurement
points.
If you look at the same path in cross-section with the matching points of
measurement, you can see the relationship between the positions and the actual
height of the ground.
Plan view

LOT 47
VACANT

TBM

EXISTING POST AND METAL SHEET FENCE

B

C

PROPOSED
DWELLING

LOT 62

EXISTING
TREES TO
REMAIN

LOT 63

10.000

A

N

EXIST. BRK
AND TILE

PROSPECT PLACE
Cross-section view
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Positioning the instrument
Once you’ve identified the points you need to measure, you’ll be able to choose the
type and path of level traverse most suited to the task and the best position(s) for the
levelling instrument. This position is called a station.
The first station should be placed where there’s a clear view to the datum and the
points where the level measurements are required.
If the points are across a large distance or if there is an obstruction, eg a tree, structure
or slope, you may need to move the instrument to a new position (Station 2) to take
some of the level measurements.

LOT 47
B

VACANT
C

PROPOSED
DWELLING

LOT 62
EXIST. BRK
AND TILE

D

EXISTING POST AND METAL SHEET FENCE

EXISTING
TREES TO
REMAIN

S1

LOT 63

A

E

H
DATUM

N

S2
10.000
G

F

PROSPECT PLACE

S1

– Station 1

S2

– Station 2

When you’re choosing the locations for the instrument and staff, keep in mind the
following points.
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•

Begin and end the level traverse on a point of known height, if possible.

•

The distance between the instrument and the point to be measured should always
be less than 100 m. A length of approximately 50 m is recommended.

•

The distance between the instrument and the first and last points of measurement
should be approximately equal.

•

Avoid staff readings of less than 0.500 m.
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Taking and booking levels
Once the position of the initial station (Station 1) has been identified, the instrument is
set up and tested, and the first set of measurement readings are taken and booked.

Taking the backsight
The first level measured in a level traverse (or section of a traverse) is called the
backsight. The staff is positioned over the datum point and a reading is taken from
Station 1.

1.240

10.000
Station 1

In the field book:
a)

record the station number

b)

record the height of datum (10.000) as the first entry in the Reduced level column

c)

record the backsight reading (1.240) on the same line in the Backsight column

d)

use the Comments column to identify the point.
Station

Backsight

1

1.240
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Foresight

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum
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Taking the intermediate sight (if necessary)
The staff is moved to the first intermediate point (A) and a reading is taken from
Station 1.

1.240

1.920

10.000

a)

1.180

2.000
B

A

C

Station 1

Record this reading on the next line in the Intermediate sight column and identify
the point in the Comments column.
Station

1

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

Reduced
level

10.000
1.920

b)

Datum
A

Repeat reading and recording for all intermediate sights for Station 1 (B, C).
Station

1

76

Comments

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

1.240

Foresight

Reduced
level

10.000

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C
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Taking the foresight
The last level reading you take along a traverse (or section of a traverse) is called the
foresight (D).

1.240

1.920

2.000

1.030
D

B

10.000

a)

1.180

A

C

Station 1

Record this final reading in the Foresight column and identify the entry in the
Comments column.
Station

Backsight

1

1.240

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Comments

10.000

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C
1.030
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Change point (CP)
In this example, it’s necessary to change the position of the instrument, because
there’s a group of existing trees that block the view from Station 1 to some of the points
of measurement.
LOT 47
B

VACANT
C

PROPOSED
DWELLING

LOT 62
EXIST. BRK
AND TILE

D

EXISTING POST AND METAL SHEET FENCE

EXISTING
TREES TO
REMAIN

S1

LOT 63

A

E

N

S2
10.000

H
DATUM

G

F

PROSPECT PLACE

S1

– Station 1

S2

– Station 2

To continue the traverse, you need to establish a relationship between the two sets of
readings, so a common reading must be taken. This is called a change point – the
final reading from Station 1 and the first reading from Station 2.

1.240

1.920

10.000

A

1.180

2.000

1.030

0.880

D

B
C

Station 2

In the field book:
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a)

record the new station number

b)

because this is the first reading from Station 2, it’s a backsight, so the reading is
entered into the Backsight column on the same line as the Station 1 foresight

c)

label the point in the Comments column.
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Station

Backsight

1

2
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Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

BC2198

D (CP1)
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From this point, readings are taken for the intermediate sights from Station 2 and
entered in the field book. The final measurement is entered in the Foresight column.

1.240

1.920

10.000

1.180

2.000

1.030

B
A
Station 1

0.880

1.640

D
E

C

0.910
F

1.955

G
Station 2

1.090
H

The final field book record will look like this.
Station

1

2

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

10.000

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090

80

Reduced
level

BC2198

H
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Activity 4.1 Booking level readings
Fill in the field book for the following series of readings. In the Comments column, identify the
datum, backsight(s) and foresight(s).

1.924
2.040

1.615

10.000

Station

A

0.826
B

0.879
C

D

Station 1

Backsight
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1.889

1.933

1.317

Intermediate
sight

BC2198

E
Station 2

Foresight

Reduced
level

F

G

Comments
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Activity 4.2 Taking and booking level readings
Your lecturer will identify positions for you to take a series of level measurement readings.
Take readings at the nominated points and fill in this booking sheet.
Station

82

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

BC2198

Foresight

Reduced
level

Comments
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Finishing and cleaning up
When you complete any task on a building site, you
must clear your work area to ensure the safety and
convenience of your workmates, other construction
teams and the public. This process includes:
•

recycling or disposing of any waste material

•

cleaning, maintaining and storing equipment

•

safely filing or storing plans, documents and records

•

cleaning up the area.

Activity 4.3 Completing a levelling task
With a partner, discuss and list the steps to take to clear up after you have completed a levelling
task.
An example has been done for you.

Remove barricades and signs.
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Introduction
As the surface of a building site is uneven, the level
readings taken along a traverse can’t be directly
compared to each other, because each is measured
from a different base elevation.
Level readings are only meaningful when they’re
adjusted to relate to a common (and known) base
elevation – the site datum. An adjusted level reading
is called a reduced level.
In this section you’ll find out how to calculate reduced levels from the level readings
taken with a levelling instrument, and update the field book.

Performance criteria
2.6 Accuracy of readings is established using rise and fall method of calculation.
2.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the level book calculations.
3.3 Level readings are taken to datum and the interim reduced level is established.
3.6 Reduced levels are calculated using height of instrument method.
3.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the calculations and heights and levels
recorded.
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Calculating reduced levels
A reduced level (RL) is the position of a point as it relates to the site datum.
For example, if a site has datum with a value of 10.000 m and the bottom of an
excavated trench is 800 mm below the datum, it has a reduced level of 9.200 m.
If the proposed floor level of a building is 900 mm above the datum, it has a reduced
level of 10.900 m.

10.900
10.000

9.200

9.200

Reduced levels are usually shown on plans in a small box with no
metre symbol after the figure.

There are two methods of calculating the reduced level of measurement readings taken
along a traverse:
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•

the ‘height of instrument’ method

•

the ‘rise and fall’ method.
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Height of instrument method
A level reading is taken at the site datum point and added to the known datum value
to create a new value called the ‘height of instrument’.

Datum value

+

Level reading
at datum

=

Height of
instrument

10.000

+

1.740

=

11.740

Height of instrument (11.740)
1.740

10.000

The height of instrument (HOI) becomes a common point of comparison for all level
measurements. The reduced level of any point can then be determined by subtracting
the level reading from the height of instrument.
Height of
instrument

-

Level reading

=

Reduced level

11.740

-

1.920

=

9.820

HOI 11.740
1.740

1.920

1.310
10.430

10.000

9.820

Note: The reduced level of the datum point is always the datum value,
eg 11.740 – 1.740 = 10.000).
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When the reduced levels for level readings are calculated, they are recorded in the field
book.
Station

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Height of
instrument

Reduced
level

Comments

There is a new column in this table – Height of instrument. This column will contain the
height of instrument at each station.

Example
In Section 4, example level readings were taken and booked.

1.240
10.000

1.920

1.180

1

2

1.030

B
A
Station 1

Station

2.000

0.880
D

E

C

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

Height of
instrument

0.910
F

1.955

G
Station 2

Reduced
level

10.000

1.090
H

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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1.640
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The following steps are completed to calculate the reduced levels for these positions
using the height of instrument method.

Step 1 – Calculate the height of instrument
a)

Calculate the height of instrument by adding the backsight reading (taken at the
site datum) to the datum value that’s recorded in the first row of the Reduced level
column.
10.000
+ 1.240
11.240

b)

Record the result in the first row of the Height of instrument column.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

11.240

1.240

Reduced
level

10.000

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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Step 2 – Calculate the reduced levels
a)

Calculate the first reduced level by subtracting the first intermediate sight reading
from the height of instrument.
11.240
– 1.920
9.320

b)

Record the result in the next row of the Reduced level column.
Station

1

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

11.240
1.920

2

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum

9.320

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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c)

Continue calculating the reduced levels by subtracting the intermediate sight
readings from the height of instrument and entering the results in the Reduced
level column until you reach the Station 1 foresight.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

11.240

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum

1.920

9.320

A

1.180

10.060

B

2.000

9.240

C

0.880

1.030

10.210

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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Step 3 – Calculate the new line of sight
When the instrument was moved to Station 2, a new line of sight was established. That
means a new height of instrument must be calculated before you continue.
a)

Calculate the new height of instrument by adding the Station 2 backsight reading
to the previous reduced level.
10.210
+ 0.880
11.090

b)

Record the result for Station 2 in the Height of instrument column.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

11.240

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum

1.920

9.320

A

1.180

10.060

B

2.000

9.240

C

10.210

D (CP1)

0.880

1.030

11.090

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090

92

Height of
instrument

BC2198

H
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Step 4 – Continue calculating the reduced levels
a)

Calculate the remaining reduced levels by subtracting the intermediate and final
foresight readings from the new height of instrument, eg 11.090 – 1.640 = 9.450,
and enter the results in the Reduced level column.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

Height of
instrument

11.240

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum

1.920

9.320

A

1.180

10.060

B

2.000

9.240

C

10.210

D (CP1)

1.640

9.450

E

0.910

10.180

F

1.955

9.135

G

10.000

H

0.880

1.030

1.090

11.090

Note: In this example, the readings were taken on a closed loop traverse (beginning
and ending at the same point), so the reduced level at the final reading (H) has the
same value as the reduced level at the datum.
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Step 5 – Check the calculations
Once all the level readings have been calculated, a series of checks needs to be
undertaken to make sure the calculations are accurate.

Check 1 – Compare backsight and foresight
a)

b)

Calculate the sum of the backsight readings and the sum of the foresight readings.
Backsight

Foresight

1.240
+ 0.880

1.030
+ 1.090

2.120

2.120

Subtract the smaller figure from the larger figure.
2.120
– 2.120
0.000

Note: In this example, (a closed loop traverse), the sum of the backsight and foresight
readings are the same. In a non-looping or open traverse, one result is likely to be
larger than the other.
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c)

Record the figure in the final row of the table.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

Height of
instrument

11.240

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum

1.920

9.320

A

1.180

10.060

B

2.000

9.240

C

10.210

D (CP1)

1.640

9.450

E

0.910

10.180

F

1.955

9.135

G

10.000

H

0.880

1.030

1.090
2.120

11.090

2.120
–2.120
0.000
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Check 2 – Compare reduced levels
a)

Take the first reduced level and the last reduced level and subtract the smaller
figure from the larger figure.
10.000
– 10.000
0.000

Note: In a non-looping or open traverse, one reduced level would be larger than the
other.
b)

Record the figure in the final row of the table.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

11.240

Reduced
level

Comments

10.000

Datum

1.920

9.320

A

1.180

10.060

B

2.000

9.240

C

10.210

D (CP1)

1.640

9.450

E

0.910

10.180

F

1.955

9.135

G

1.090

10.000

H

2.120

10.000

–2.120

–10.000

0.000

0.000

0.880

1.030

2.120
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If the booking is correct, the two answers should be the same figure (0.000).
2.120

2.120

10.000

–2.120

–10.000

0.000

0.000

In a non-looping or open traverse, the final figures are unlikely to be zero; however,
they will be equal to each other if the booking and reduced level calculations are
correct.

Summary
To calculate reduced level using the height of instrument method:
1.

calculate the height of instrument value by adding the Station 1 backsight to the
datum value

2.

calculate reduced levels by subtracting each level reading from the height of
instrument value

3.

calculate a new height of instrument value if the levelling instrument is moved to a
new station by adding the new station backsight to the previous reduced level

4.

continue calculating reduced levels by subtracting each subsequent level reading
from the new height of instrument value

5.

perform calculation checks.
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Activity 5.1 Reduced levels – Height of instrument method
Calculate the height of instrument then the reduced levels for these level readings using the
height of instrument method.
When you have finished, complete the two checks to confirm the accuracy of your calculations.

1.924
2.040

10.000

Station

1

2

1.615
A

0.826
B

0.879
C

E

D

Station 2

Station 1

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

2.040

1.889

Height of
instrument

F

Reduced
level

10.000

1.933
G

Comments

Datum

1.615

A

0.826

B

0.879

C

1.924

1.317

D (CP1)

1.786

E

1.889

F
1.933
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Setting out
The height of instrument method is often used in the process of setting out a
building before construction begins.
For example, the architect provides a preferred reduced level for the finished floor
level (FFL); that is, the height the floor should be on the site. This measurement
must be transferred from the plan to the building site.
This is done by comparing the required reduced level of the floor to the calculated
height of instrument (HOI).

HOI 11.740
FFL 10.430

10.000

If the FFL reduced level is subtracted from the HOI, the result is a level
measurement (staff reading) that can be used to mark where the FFL should be on
the site, and groundworks and construction can begin.

Height of
instrument

-

FFL reduced level

=

Level
measurement
(Staff reading)

11.740

-

10.430

=

1.310

1.310

10.000
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Rise and fall method
Rather than comparing each level reading with a single common value, the rise and fall
method relates each reading to the previous reading to form a chain of values.
As with the height of instrument method, the calculations start at a known point – the
datum; so the first reduced level is equal to the datum value.
When a new level reading is larger than the preceding staff reading this represents
a fall, because the new point is lower than the previous point as you can see in the
illustration below. The reduced level value will be lower than the previous reduced level.

1.740

10.000

1.920

9.820

When a new level reading is smaller than the preceding staff reading, this represents
a rise, because the new point is higher than the previous point as you can see in the
illustration below. The reduced level value will be higher than the previous reduced
level.

1.740

1.920

1.180
10.430

10.000

9.820

By calculating the difference between each successive reading, the reduced levels can
be identified – this is the rise and fall method.
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When the reduced levels are calculated, they’re recorded in the field book.
Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

Reduced Comments
level

There are two new columns in this table – Rise (+) and Fall (–). These columns
represent the amount and direction of difference between the reading and the previous
reading.
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Example
The following steps are completed to calculate the reduced levels for the previous
example level readings using the rise and fall method.

1.240
10.000

1.920

1.180

2.000

1.030

B

0.880

1.640

D

A
Station 1

F

E

C

0.910

1.955

G
Station 2

1.090
H

Step 1 – Calculate rise or fall
a)

Calculate the difference between the first intermediate sight (A) and the previous
reading (backsight).
1.920
– 1.240
0.680

b)

In this example, the intermediate sight (1.920) is larger than the previous reading
(1.240), so the result is entered in the Fall column.
Note: Remember that a larger level reading means that the point on the ground is
lower than the previous point and therefore a fall.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Reduced Comments
level

10.000
0.680

Datum
A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090

102

Fall
(–)

1.240
1.920

2

Rise
(+)
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c)

Calculate the difference between the next intermediate sight (B) and the previous
reading (A).
1.920
– 1.180
0.740

d)

In this example, the new intermediate sight (1.180) is smaller than the previous
reading (1.920) so the result is entered in the Rise column.
Note: Remember that a smaller level reading means that the point on the ground
is higher than the previous point and therefore a rise.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Rise
(+)

1.240
0.680
0.740

1.180
2.000
0.880

Datum
A
B
C

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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10.000
1.920

2

Fall
(–)
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Repeat these calculations for all level readings. Remember that:
•

if the reading is larger than the previous reading, it’s a fall

•

if the reading is smaller than the previous reading, it’s a rise.

Note: At the first level after the change point (E) remember that the previous
reading is recorded in the Backsight column, ie 0.880.
Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight
1

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

10.000

1.240

0.680

1.920

0.740

1.180

0.880

1.030

0.970

0.730

0.910

1.090
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C

E
F

1.045

1.955

A

D (CP1)
0.760

1.640

Datum

B
0.820

2.000
2

Reduced Comments
level

G
H
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Step 2 – Calculate reduced levels
Once you have the rise and fall of each measured level, you can calculate the reduced
level for each measurement point.
•

If the level shows a rise (higher ground) from the previous reading, it is added to
the previous reduced level.

•

If the level shows a fall (lower ground) from the previous reading, it is subtracted
from the previous reduced level.

a)

In this example, the first immediate sight is a fall. Calculate the first intermediate
reduced level by subtracting the number in the fall column (0.680) from the datum
(10.000).
10.000
– 0.680
9.320

b)

Record the result in the next row of the Reduced level column.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Rise
(+)

1.240
1.920

0.680

1.180

0.740

2.000
2

Fall
(–)

0.880

0.970

1.640
0.730

1.955
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0.865

9.320

A

C

E
F

1.045
1.090

Datum

D (CP1)
0.760

0.910

10.000

B
0.820

1.030

Reduced Comments
level

G
H
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The next intermediate level in this example is a rise. Calculate the reduced level
by adding the number in the rise column (0.740) to the previous reduced level
(9.320).
9.320
+ 0.740
10.060

d)

Record the result in the next row of the Reduced level column.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

1.240
1.920

0.680

1.180

0.740

2.000
2

0.880

1.030

Datum

9.320

A

10.060

B
C

0.970

D (CP1)
0.760

0.910

E

0.730

1.955

F
1.045

1.090

G

0.865

H

Continue calculating the reduced levels by subtracting the falls and adding the
rises, and enter the results in the Reduced level column.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

1.240
1.920

0.680

1.180

0.740

2.000
2

0.880

0.820
1.030

0.760

0.910

0.730

1.955

1.045
1.090

BC2198

0.865

Reduced Comments
level

10.000

Datum

9.320

A

10.060

B

9.240

C

10.210

0.970

1.640
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10.000

0.820

1.640

e)

Reduced Comments
level

D (CP1)

9.450

E

10.180

F

9.135

G

10.000

H
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Step 3 – Check the calculations
Once all the level readings have been calculated, a series of checks needs to be
undertaken to make sure the calculations are accurate.

Check 1 – Compare backsight and foresight
a)

b)

Calculate the sum of the backsight readings and the sum of the foresight
readings.
Backsight

Foresight

1.240
+ 0.880

1.030
+ 1.090

2.120

2.120

Subtract the smaller figure from the larger figure.
2.120
– 2.120
0.000

c)

Record the figure in the final row of the table.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Rise
(+)

1.240
1.920

0.680

1.180

0.740

2.000
2

Fall
(–)

0.880

0.820
1.030

0.970

1.640

0.760

0.910

0.730

1.955

1.045
1.090

2.120

0.865

Reduced Comments
level

10.000

Datum

9.320

A

10.060

B

9.240

C

10.210

D (CP1)

9.450

E

10.180

F

9.135

G

10.000

H

2.120
–2.120
0.000
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Check 2 – Compare rise and fall
a)

b)

Calculate the sum of the rise column and the sum of the fall column.
Backsight

Foresight

0.740
0.970
0.730
+ 0.865

0.680
0.820
0.760
+ 1.045

3.305

3.305

Subtract the smaller figure from the larger figure.
3.305
– 3.305
0.000

c)

Record the figure in the final row of the table.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

1.240
1.920

0.680

1.180

0.740

2.000
2

0.880

0.820
1.030

0.970

1.640

0.760

0.910

0.730

1.955

2.120

108

1.045
1.090

0.865

2.120

3.305

10.000

Datum

9.320

A

10.060

B

9.240

C

10.210

D (CP1)

9.450

E

10.180

F

9.135

G

10.000

H

3.305

–2.120

-3.305

0.000

0.000

BC2198
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Check 3 – Compare reduced levels
a)

Take the first reduced level and the last reduced level and subtract the smaller
figure from the larger figure.
10.000
– 10.000
0.000

b)

Record the figure in the final row of the table.

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

Rise
(+)

1.240
1.920

0.680

1.180

0.740

2.000
2

Fall
(–)

0.880

0.820
1.030

0.970

1.640

0.760

0.910

0.730

1.955

2.120

1.045
1.090

0.865

2.120

3.305

3.305

Reduced Comments
level

10.000

Datum

9.320

A

10.060

B

9.240

C

10.210

D (CP1)

9.450

E

10.180

F

9.135

G

10.000

H

10.000

–3.305 –10.000

–2.120
0.000

0.000

0.000

If the booking is correct, the three answers should all be the same figure (0.000).
2.120

2.120

3.305

3.305

10.000

–2.120

–3.305

–10.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Remember that in a non-looping or open traverse, the final figures are unlikely to be
zero; however, they will still be equal to each other if the booking and reduced level
calculations are correct.
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Activity 5.2 Reduced levels – Rise and fall method
Calculate the reduced levels for these level readings using the rise and fall method.
When you have finished, complete the three checks to confirm the accuracy of your
calculations.

1.924
2.040

10.000

1.615

0.826

A

B

0.879
C

D

Station 1

Station Backsight Intermediate Foresight
sight

1

2

2.040

1.889

E
Station 2

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

F

1.933
G

Reduced Comments
level

10.000

Datum

1.615

A

0.826

B

0.879

C

1.924

1.317

D (CP1)

1.786

E

1.889

F
1.933
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1.317
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Recording heights and levels on site
It’s essential that you keep a record of the geographical position of the points of
measurement taken in a levelling survey. This may be a physical marker like a survey
peg, nail or chalk mark, or a diagram or sketch with the points and level measurements
recorded.

Activity 5.3 Level measurement locations
Discuss with your class the reasons for recording the reduced level at the geographical position
of level measurement. How would this information be used? Who needs this information on the
site?
List the suggestions made by the group.
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Introduction
Although levelling instruments are designed primarily to take vertical measurements,
they can also be used to determine horizontal distances.
The stadia method uses geometry to calculate the relationship between the markings
on the telescope of an optical levelling instrument and the distance from the instrument
to the point of measurement. A similar process is used by the military with the telescope
sights on weapons.

Performance criteria
4.1 Crosshair readings are checked for accuracy using stadia lines.
4.2 Distances are calculated from instrument to stations using staff, stadia lines and identified
factor of the levelling instrument.
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Stadia lines
Stadia lines, also called stadia marks or stadia hairs, are two small lines in the field of
view (the view through the telescope) of an optical levelling instrument.

Stadia lines

The distance between these lines, known as the stadia interval, can be used to
calculate the distance between the levelling instrument and the staff (stadia distance).

Stadia distance
Stadia interval

The focal length of the telescope determines a factor known as the stadia constant
that allows the operator to establish the ratio between these two measurements.
The most common stadia constant is 100, which would make the ratio between the
stadia interval and the stadia distance 1:100. This means that the stadia distance is
100 times larger than the stadia interval.
For example, if you observe the staff through the telescope of the optical levelling
instrument and find that the stadia interval is 0.5 m and the stadia constant is 100, the
distance from the instrument to the staff is 50 m.
0.5 × 100 = 50
The stadia distance (50 m) is 100 times larger than the stadia interval (0.5 m).
Note: Although 100 is a common stadia constant, it can vary between optical levels.
Information about the stadia constant is usually available in the manufacturer’s
specifications for the instrument.
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Calculating the stadia interval
The stadia interval is calculated by finding the difference between the measurement
readings of each stadia line.
The readings are taken in the same way you would take a regular level reading,
ie finding the metres, tenths of metres and hundredths of metres.

1·5 1.500
1·4
1·3 1.310

In this image, the upper stadia line is at 1.500 m and the lower at 1.310 m.
To calculate the stadia interval, subtract the lower figure from the higher figure.
1.500 m
– 1.310 m
0.190 m
In this example, the stadia interval is 0.190 m.
Once you have the stadia interval, you can calculate the distance from the levelling
instrument to the staff using this calculation:
stadia interval × stadia constant = stadia distance
0.190 m × 100 = 19 m
The distance from the levelling instrument to the staff is 19 m.
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Activity 6.1 Stadia intervals
Calculate the stadia interval for these sights and use the result to calculate the distance
between the levelling instrument and the staff (stadia distance).

1·8

1·2

1·7

1·1

1·6
1·5

1·0

1·4

Stadia level 1:

Stadia level 1:

Stadia level 2:

Stadia level 2:

Calculations

Calculations

Stadia interval:

Stadia interval:

Assuming the stadia constant is 100, calculate the distance between the levelling instrument
and the staff (stadia distance).
Remember that stadia interval × stadia constant = stadia distance.

116

Calculations

Calculations

Stadia distance:

Stadia distance:
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Using stadia lines
Stadia lines can be used for a variety of purposes including:
•

measuring distances on site

•

checking crosshair accuracy

•

eliminating reading errors.

Measuring distances on site
As stadia lines allow an optical levelling instrument to be used to calculate horizontal
as well as vertical distances, they can also be used to accurately measure any distance
on a building site.

20.040 m

21.100 m

11.500 m
21.000 m

12.000 m

32.550 m

Total boundary = 32.550 + 21.000 + 20.040 + 21.100 + 11.500 + 12.000
= 118.190 m
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Checking crosshair accuracy
Stadia lines can also be used to check the accuracy of a level measurement taken at
the crosshair, and eliminate parallax error (the difference in the perceived position of
the staff markings viewed along different lines of sight).
As the crosshair is the same distance from each stadia line, its position should always
be equal to the average of the readings from the three lines.
This is calculated by taking a three-wire reading.

1·1
1·0

1.095

1.000

0·9 1.905

1.

Take readings at the crosshair and both stadia lines.

2.

Add these three readings then divide them by three to get the average.
1.095
1.000
+ 0.905

3.000
÷
3

3.000

1.000

Three-wire level reading = 1.000 m
The reading at the crosshair should be equal to the average of the three readings.
Taking three-wire readings helps you to identify parallax errors before the levelling
instrument is moved, and to average out any errors in the readings of the staff.
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Activity 6.2 Three-wire readings
Read the stadia and crosshair measurements and complete the calculations for a three-wire
reading for this staff sight.

1·4
1·3
1·2
1·1
1·0

Top stadia line reading:
Crosshair reading:
Bottom stadia line reading:
Calculations

Three-wire level reading:
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Eliminating reading errors
Using stadia lines to calculate distance allows you to position the staff at an
approximately equal distance from the levelling instrument at each reading. This
helps to cancel out any errors created by refraction, the curvature of the earth or an
improperly calibrated instrument.

Booking distance measurements
As with all measurements taken when levelling, the distances calculated with the stadia
method should be recorded in your field book.
Station

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Reduced
level

Distance

Comments

There is a new column in this table – Distance. This column will contain the distances
between the levelling instrument and the staff for the backsights and foresights.
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Example
In Section 4, example level readings were taken and booked.

1.240
10.000

1.920

1.180

1

2

1.030

B
A
Station 1

Station

2.000

0.880
D

Foresight

1.240

0.910
F

E

C

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Reduced
level

10.000

1.955

G
Station 2

Distance

1.090
H

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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The following steps are completed to calculate the stadia distances between the
levelling instrument and the staff at backsights and foresights.

Step 1 – Take the stadia readings
The first backsight is 1.240 m and the readings for the stadia lines are 1.410 m and
1.070 m.

1·4 1.410
1·3
1·2
1·1

1.240

1.070
1·0

Step 2 – Calculate the stadia interval
1.410 m
– 1.070 m
0.340 m
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Step 3 – Calculate the stadia distance
Remember that the stadia interval × stadia constant = stadia distance.
0.340
× 100
34.000
Enter the result in the Distance column in the same row as the backsight entry.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

10.000

Distance

34.000

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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At the change point, there are two distances to be calculated and recorded – the
foresight (the final reading from Station 1) and the new backsight (the first reading from
Station 2).
Foresight (Station 1)

Backsight (Station 2)
1·0

1·2 1.200

1.090

1·1
1·0

1·1
1·0
0·9

0·9

1.030

0.880
0·8

0·7

0.860
0·8

0.670
0·6

1.200
– 0.860

1.090
– 0.670

0.340

0.420

0.340
× 100

0.420
× 100

34.000 m

42.000 m

These measurements are entered in the same cell of the booking table.
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

10.000

Distance

34.000

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

34.000/
42.000

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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Activity 6.3 Booking distance measurements
Complete the booking by calculating the distance between the measuring instrument and the
staff at the final foresight.

1·3
1·2
1·1 1.090
1·0
0·9

Stadia level 1:
Stadia level 2:
Calculations

Booking sheet
Station

1

2

Backsight Intermediate
sight

Foresight

1.240

10.000

Distance

34.000

Comments

Datum

1.920

A

1.180

B

2.000

C

0.880

1.030

34.000/
42.000

D (CP1)

1.640

E

0.910

F

1.955

G
1.090
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Annex A – Unit details
Unit title

Carry out levelling operations

Descriptor

This unit of competency specifies the outcomes required to
conduct levelling procedures using the rise and fall method and
the height of instrument method for the purpose of establishing
correct and accurate set-out of buildings, their components and
preparation. It includes the set-up, testing and use of levelling
devices and undertaking close traverses using a range of levelling
equipment.

National code

CPCCCA3023A

Employability skills

This unit contains employability skills.

Prerequisite unit

CPCCOHS2001A Apply OHS requirements, policies and
procedures in the construction industry

Application

This unit of competency supports achievement of skills to
accurately use a variety of levelling devices commonly used in the
construction industry to establish accurate set-out data for a range
of construction projects, which includes working with others and as
a member of a team.

Element 1 Plan and prepare
1.1 Work instructions, including plans, specifications, quality requirements and operational
details, are obtained, confirmed and applied from relevant information.
1.2 Safety (OHS) requirements are followed in accordance with safety plans and policies.
1.3 Signage and barricade requirements are identified and implemented.
1.4 Tools and equipment selected to carry out tasks are consistent with job
requirements, checked for serviceability, and any faults are rectified or reported prior to
commencement.
1.5 Material quantity requirements are calculated in accordance with plans, specifications
and quality requirements.
1.6 Materials appropriate to the work application are identified, obtained, prepared, safely
handled and located ready for use.
1.7 Environmental requirements are identified for the project in accordance with
environmental plans and statutory and regulatory authority obligations, and are
applied.

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014
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Element 2 Conduct levelling procedures using rise and fall method
2.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation before commencing levelling
activities.
2.2 Datum point is set up or located.
2.3 Readings are taken to datum and at nominated or selected stations, to project
specifications.
2.4 Backsights, intermediate sights and foresights are identified and levels are booked.
2.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the process is repeated to project
specifications.
2.6 Accuracy of readings is established using rise and fall method of calculation.
2.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the level book calculations.

Element 3 Conduct levelling procedures using height of instrument method
3.1 Instrument is accurately set up and tested for operation before levelling, including
levelling equipment/device tolerance checks.
3.2 Datum point is set up or located.
3.3 Level readings are taken to datum and the interim reduced level is established.
3.4 Readings are taken at nominated or selected stations to project specifications.
3.5 Instrument is transferred to another location and the process is repeated to project
specifications.
3.6 Reduced levels are calculated using height of instrument method.
3.7 Reduced levels for all stations are identified from the calculations and heights and
levels recorded.

Element 4 Calculate distances using stadia lines
4.1 Crosshair readings are checked for accuracy using stadia lines.
4.2 Distances are calculated from instrument to stations using staff, stadia lines and
identified factor of the levelling instrument.

Element 5 Clean up
5.1 Work area is cleared and materials disposed of, reused or recycled in accordance with
legislation, regulations, codes of practice and job specification.
5.2 Tools and equipment are cleaned, checked, levelling devices maintained and stored
in accordance with manufacturer recommendations and standard work practices.

2
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Unit details

Required skills and knowledge
Required skills
•

basic levelling

•

communication skills to:
◦◦

determine requirements

◦◦

enable clear and direct communication, using questioning to identify and
confirm requirements, share information, listen and understand

◦◦

follow instructions

◦◦

read and interpret:
▪▪

documentation from a variety of sources

▪▪

plans, specifications and drawings

◦◦

report faults

◦◦

use language and concepts appropriate to cultural differences

◦◦

use and interpret non-verbal communication, such as hand signals

•

numeracy skills to apply measurements and make calculations

•

organisational skills, including the ability to plan and set out work

•

teamwork skills to work with others to action tasks and relate to people from a
range of cultural and ethnic backgrounds and with varying physical and mental
abilities

•

technological skills to use:
◦◦

a range of mobile technology, such as two-way radio and mobile phones

◦◦

voice and hand signals to access and understand site-specific instructions.
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Required knowledge

4

•

application and requirements for line, level and plumb in construction projects

•

basic construction and levelling processes

•

construction plan, symbols and construction terminology

•

construction terminology

•

job safety analysis (JSA) and safe work method statements

•

levelling device types, characteristics, technical capabilities and limitations

•

levelling techniques commonly used in construction work

•

processes for interpreting engineering drawings and sketches

•

processes for setting out

•

project quality requirements

•

site and equipment safety (OHS) requirements

•

site isolation and traffic control responsibilities and authorities.

Annex A
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Evidence guide
The evidence guide provides advice on assessment and must be read in conjunction
with the performance criteria, required skills and knowledge, range statement and the
Assessment Guidelines for the Training Package.
Overview of
assessment

This unit of competency could be assessed in the workplace
or a close simulation of the workplace environment, provided
that simulated or project-based assessment techniques fully
replicate construction workplace conditions, materials, activities,
responsibilities and procedures.

Critical aspects for
assessment and
evidence required
to demonstrate
competency in this
unit

A person who demonstrates competency in this unit must be able
to provide evidence of the ability to:

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014

•

locate, interpret and apply relevant information, standards
and specifications

•

comply with site safety plan, OHS regulations and state and
territory legislation applicable to workplace operations

•

comply with organisational policies and procedures, including
quality requirements

•

safely and effectively use tools and equipment

•

communicate and work effectively and safely with others

•

set up and test levelling equipment

•

transfer levels and record differences in height undertaking
a closed traverse using both the rise and fall method and the
height of instrument method on a minimum of three projects

•

confirm accuracy of the readings taken, including set up and
movement of device in two locations

•

accurately record the results of each levelling procedure to
organisational requirements

•

calculate distances using an optical levelling instrument and
levelling staff.

BC2198
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Context of and
specific resources
for assessment

CPCCCA3023A

This competency is to be assessed using standard and
authorised work practices, safety requirements and environmental
constraints.
Assessment of essential underpinning knowledge will usually be
conducted in an off-site context.
Assessment is to comply with relevant regulatory or Australian
standards’ requirements.
Resource implications for assessment include:
•

an induction procedure and requirement

•

realistic tasks or simulated tasks covering the mandatory task
requirements

•

relevant specifications and work instructions

•

tools and equipment appropriate to applying safe work
practices

•

support materials appropriate to activity

•

workplace instructions relating to safe work practices and
addressing hazards and emergencies

•

material safety data sheets

•

research resources, including industry-related systems
information.

Reasonable adjustments for people with disabilities must be made
to assessment processes where required. This could include
access to modified equipment and other physical resources, and
the provision of appropriate assessment support.

6
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Method of
assessment

Assessment methods must:
•

satisfy the endorsed Assessment Guidelines of the
Construction, Plumbing and Services Training Package

•

include direct observation of tasks in real or simulated
work conditions, with questioning to confirm the ability to
consistently identify and correctly interpret the essential
underpinning knowledge required for practical application

•

reinforce the integration of employability skills with workplace
tasks and job roles

•

confirm that competency is verified and able to be transferred
to other circumstances and environments.

Validity and sufficiency of evidence requires that:
•

competency will need to be demonstrated over a period
of time reflecting the scope of the role and the practical
requirements of the workplace

•

where the assessment is part of a structured learning
experience the evidence collected must relate to a number
of performances assessed at different points in time and
separated by further learning and practice, with a decision on
competency only taken at the point when the assessor has
complete confidence in the person’s demonstrated ability and
applied knowledge

•

all assessment that is part of a structured learning
experience must include a combination of direct, indirect and
supplementary evidence.

Assessment processes and techniques should as far as is
practical take into account the language, literacy and numeracy
capacity of the candidate in relation to the competency being
assessed.
Supplementary evidence of competency may be obtained from
relevant authenticated documentation from third parties, such as
existing supervisors, team leaders or specialist training staff.
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Range statement
The range statement relates to the unit of competency as a whole. It allows for different
work environments and situations that may affect performance. Bold italicised wording,
if used in the performance criteria, is detailed below. Essential operating conditions that
may be present with training and assessment (depending on the work situation, needs
of the candidate, accessibility of the item, and local industry and regional contexts) may
also be included.
Information
includes:

8
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•

diagrams or sketches

•

instructions issued by authorised organisational or external
personnel

•

manufacturer specifications and instructions where specified

•

memos

•

MSDS

•

organisation work specifications and requirements

•

plans and specifications

•

regulatory and legislative requirements pertaining to the
conduct of basic demolition processes

•

relevant Australian standards

•

safe work procedures related to the conduct of basic
demolition processes

•

signage

•

verbal or written and graphical instructions

•

work bulletins

•

work schedules.

BC2198
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Safety (OHS) is to
be in accordance
with state or
territory legislation,
regulations,
codes of practice,
organisational
safety policies and
procedures, and
project safety plan
and may include:
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•

emergency procedures, including extinguishing fires,
organisational first aid requirements and evacuation

•

handling of materials

•

hazard control

•

hazardous materials and substances

•

safe operating procedures, including the conduct of
operational risk assessment and treatments associated with:
◦◦

earth leakage boxes

◦◦

lighting

◦◦

personnel

◦◦

power cables, including overhead service trays, cables
and conduits

◦◦

restricted access barriers

◦◦

surrounding structures

◦◦

traffic control

◦◦

trip hazards

◦◦

work site visitors and the public

◦◦

working at heights

◦◦

working in confined spaces

◦◦

working with dangerous materials

•

organisational first aid

•

personal protective clothing and equipment prescribed under
legislation, regulations and workplace policies and practices

•

use of firefighting equipment

•

use of tools and equipment

•

workplace environment and safety.

BC2198
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Tools and
equipment include:

•

automatic level and levelling staff

•

bolt cutters

•

chalk lines

•

hammers

•

laser levels

•

laser targets

•

marking equipment

•

measuring tapes and rules

•

plumb-bobs

•

saw stools

•

saws

•

signage for laser levelling

•

spirit levels and straight edges

•

stringlines

•

water levels

•

wooden and steel pegs.

•

Australian standards

•

internal company quality policy and standards

•

manufacturer specifications, where specified

•

workplace operations and procedures.

Environmental
requirements
include:

•

clean-up management

•

waste management.

Statutory and
regulatory
authorities include:

•

federal, state and local authorities administering applicable
Acts, regulations and codes of practice.

Quality
requirements
include relevant
regulations, including:

10
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Levelling activities
include:

•

approximate distances and the transfer of the data points

•

location of services

•

positioning offsets and recovery pegs for construction
projects or for use in determining quantity from calculations.

•

recording ground levels at respective critical set-out points

•

recording heights or levels

•

recording slab or pad levels for placement of steel columns
or masonry piers

•

recording or checking levels in drainage

•

setting up devices

•

shooting levels for concrete slabs

•

shooting levels for excavation/footings

•

sloping blocks

•

transferring levels/heights for formwork

•

those undertaken in a team arrangement.

Levelling procedures
include:

•

closed traverse.

Levelling equipment/
device tolerance
checks include:

•

a two-peg test for automatic level

•

reverse readings for spirit level.

Level readings
include:

•

datum backsight, foresight and intermediate sight from
stations with known or unknown reduced levels, using height
of instrument and rise and fall calculations.

Heights and levels
recorded may be by:

•

chalk or nail mark

•

datum/survey peg

•

drawing or sketch

•

marks on vertical surface

•

verbal or written instructions.

•

include:

Levelling devices
maintained:

•

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014

◦◦

authorised servicing

◦◦

cleaning

◦◦

monitoring, recording and reporting faults

may include the conduct of authorised minor replacements.
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Annex B – Assessments
Assessment plan
The assessments suggested here for this unit are designed to assess your competency
in the elements as listed in the unit details at Annex A to this guide. There are three
components to the assessment.
Assessment
Assessments 1, 2, 3 – Practical levelling tasks

Elements
All

You will be observed demonstrating your skills and knowledge related to
setting up and testing a levelling instrument, taking level measurement
readings and calculating distances and reduced levels.
Further details will be provided by your lecturer.

Note: Your lecturer may provide you with alternative assessments.

Individual learning and assessment needs
Learners have different learning styles and needs. Please let your lecturer know if there
is anything that may have an effect on your learning.

Results and appeals
There is a process to be followed should you wish to appeal the result of your
assessment. Please ask your lecturer for more information about this.
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Assessments

Assessment 1 – Practical levelling task 1
Introduction
For this assessment, you will demonstrate your skills and knowledge related to levelling
operations by:
•

planning and preparing for a levelling task

•

setting up and testing a levelling instrument

•

taking level readings to specifications provided by your lecturer or assessor

•

calculating reduced levels using the height of instrument method

•

calculating reduced levels using the rise and fall method

•

taking and calculating distance readings using the stadia method.

This assessment is designed to assess your ability across all elements in this unit of
competency.

Requirements
The observation checklist will be used for observation purposes. This checklist must be
completed and signed by your lecturer, assessor or supervisor.

Materials and equipment
The following assessment activity worksheets are provided in this guide.
•

Assessment activity 1.1 Identify the task

•

Assessment activity 1.2 Special requirements

•

Assessment activity 1.3 Tools and materials list

•

Assessment activity 1.4 Safety checklist and job safety analysis

•

Assessment activity 1.5 The two-peg test

•

Assessment activity 1.6 Three-wire readings

•

Assessment activity 1.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method

•

Assessment activity 1.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method

•

Assessment activity 1.9 Observation checklist

Your lecturer will provide you with instructions and information about the location,
requirements and specific conditions of the task, including access to the tools,
equipment and materials you’ll need for this assessment. All other instructions for this
assessment task are provided in this guide.
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Assessments

CPCCCA3023A
Carry out levelling operations

Assessment 1 – Practical levelling task 1

Name

Date

I have received feedback on this assessment.

Signature

Date

Assessor’s initials
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Assessments

Instructions
1.

2.

Complete the following planning documents:
•

Assessment activity 1.1 Identify the task

•

Assessment activity 1.2 Special requirements

•

Assessment activity 1.3 Tools and materials list

•

Assessment activity 1.4 Safety checklist and job safety analysis.

On the site plan, identify and label the following:
•

type and path of level traverse

•

datum position and value

•

position of instrument stations

•

position of backsight(s), intermediate sight(s) and foresight(s).

Use the site plan provided by your lecturer or assessor.

3.

Perform a two-peg levelling test to confirm the calibration of the levelling
instrument.
Complete your calculations in Assessment activity 1.5 The two-peg test.

4.

Set up and adjust the levelling instrument and take level measurement readings
for all nominated points, moving the levelling instrument and setting up new
station(s) as required.
a)

Take a three-wire reading to check the crosshair for accuracy at all
backsights.

Use Assessment activity 1.6 Three-wire readings to record your calculations.

b)

Record all level measurement readings.

Use Assessment activity 1.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method.

5.

Calculate distance measurements to backsight(s) and foresight(s) using the stadia
method.
Record distances in Assessment activity 1.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument
method.
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Calculate the reduced levels for all readings using the height of instrument
method, and perform calculation checks.
Use Assessment activity 1.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method.

7.

Copy the level reading measurements from Assessment activity 1.7 to
Assessment activity 1.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method.
Recalculate the reduced levels for all readings using the rise and fall method, and
perform calculation checks.
Use Assessment activity 1.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method.

8.

Record the reduced levels on the site plan at each nominated point.
Use the site plan provided by your lecturer or assessor.

8
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Assessment activity 1.1 Identify the task
Briefly describe the task you will complete for this assessment using the plan, the task
instructions and any additional instructions you receive from your lecturer.
Consider the following questions.
•

What is the overall outcome?

•

Where will the task take place? What are the environmental conditions?

•

Are there any barriers or issues that will affect how you will perform the task?

•

How long do you have to complete the task?

List the steps you will take to complete the task (including preparation and clean-up).
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Assessment activity 1.2 Special requirements
List any regulatory requirements, eg policies and procedures, legislation, Australian Standards®,
that may apply to this task.
In the right-hand column, describe the requirement type, eg safety, quality, environmental.

Requirement

Type

Environmental requirements
Describe what you intend to do to satisfy the following environmental requirements.
Waste management

Clean-up

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014
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Assessment activity 1.3 Tools and materials list
List the tools you intend to use to complete the task. When you have collected the tools, check
them for faults and maintenance issues.
Use the right-hand column to describe their condition.

Tool

Condition

List and describe any faults you find in the tools you request for the task. Describe what you did
when you identified a faulty tool.

12
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List any materials you need to complete the task and the quantity required.

Material
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Assessment activity 1.4 Safety checklist
Tick the boxes next to any safety requirements or hazards that may apply to this assessment
task. Add any issues not listed in the spaces provided. Make notes in the right-hand column
about the steps you intend to take to ensure you are working safely.
When you have completed the checklist, use the information to complete the JSA.

Training

 Safe use of tools or equipment
 Manual handling

Site conditions

 Site/workshop access
 Access to work areas
 Toilets/amenities access
 Signage and barricades
 Environment
 Hazardous materials
 Public safety
 Traffic control

PPE

 Eye protection
 Hearing protection
 Respiratory protection
 Foot protection
 Hand protection
 Head protection
 Sun safety
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Tools and equipment

 Plant and equipment
 Hand tools
 Electrical and pneumatic tools
 Cables and leads


High risk

 Scaffolding
 Working at heights
 Welding
 Excavations
 Overhead wires

Emergency

 Emergency plan
 First aid plan
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Hazards

List the hazards
associated with each task.

List the tasks in the order
they will be carried out.

Risk control measures

Approved by (name):

List the control measures required to minimise the
hazard.

JSA number:

Activity

Name:

Activity:

Location of work:

Date:

Job safety analysis

Name the person
responsible for
minimising the hazard.

Who is responsible

Carry out levelling operations
CPCCCA3023A
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Activity

Hazards

Risk control measures

Who is responsible

Assessments
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Assessment activity 1.5 The two-peg test
Set up the levelling instrument and perform a two-peg test to determine the accuracy of the
instrument calibration.

Instructions
1.

Knock two pegs into the ground at least 30 m apart.

2.

Set up the level instrument approximately halfway between the pegs.

3.

Perform adjustment tests to ensure that the instrument is level.

4.

Take and record a reading at each peg and record the level measurements below.

5.

Move the optical level so that it is 5 m outside one of the pegs.

6.

Take and record a reading at each peg and record the level measurements.

7.

Calculate the difference between the level readings to determine if the instrument
is correctly calibrated. Show your working out below.

Calculations
Station 1

Station 2

Peg A
Peg B
Calculation

Result

18
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Assessment activity 1.6 Three-wire readings
Take a three-wire reading to check the crosshair for accuracy at the backsight for all stations.
Record the required information and complete the calculations below.
Station number:

Readings
Top stadia line
Crosshair
Bottom stadia line

Calculations

Crosshair accurate?

 yes

 no

Station number:

Readings
Top stadia line
Crosshair
Bottom stadia line

Calculations

Crosshair accurate?

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014
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Station

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Height of
instrument

Reduced
level

Distance

Assessment activity 1.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method
Comments
Carry out levelling operations
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Station

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

Assessment activity 1.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method
Reduced
level

Comments

Assessments
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Activity 1.9 Observation checklist
During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner:

Yes

No

N/A

Part 1 – Plan and prepare
a)

obtain, confirm and apply work instructions, including plans,
specifications, quality requirements and operational details from
relevant information?

b)

follow safety (OHS) requirements in accordance with safety plans
and policies?

c)

identify and implement signage and barricade requirements?

d)

select tools and equipment to carry out tasks consistent with job
requirements, check for serviceability, and rectify or report any
faults prior to commencement?

e)

calculate material quantity requirements in accordance with plans,
specifications and quality requirements?

f)

identify, obtain, prepare and safely handle materials appropriate to
the work application and locate ready for use?

g)

identify and apply environmental requirements for the project in
accordance with environmental plans and statutory and regulatory
authority obligations?

Part 2 – Conduct levelling procedures using rise and fall method
a)

accurately set up instrument and test for operation before
commencing levelling activities?

b)

set up or locate datum point?

c)

take readings to datum and at nominated or selected stations, to
project specifications?

d)

identify backsights, intermediate sights and foresights, and book
levels?

e)

transfer instrument to another location and repeat the process to
project specifications?

f)

establish accuracy of readings using rise and fall method of
calculation?

g)

identify reduced levels for all stations from the level book
calculations?

Part 3 – Conduct levelling procedures using height of instrument method
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a)

accurately set up instrument and test for operation before levelling,
including levelling equipment/device tolerance checks?

b)

set up or locate datum point?

c)

take level readings to datum and establish the interim reduced
level?

d)

take readings at nominated or selected stations to project
specifications?

e)

transfer instrument to another location and repeat the process to
project specifications?

f)

calculate reduced levels using height of instrument method?

g)

identify reduced levels for all stations from the calculations and
heights and levels recorded?
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Part 4 – Calculate distances using stadia lines
a)

check crosshair readings for accuracy using stadia lines?

b)

calculate distances from instrument to stations using staff, stadia
lines and identified factor of the levelling instrument?

Part 5 – Clean up
a)

clear work area and dispose of, reuse or recycle materials in
accordance with legislation, regulations, codes of practice and job
specification?

b)

clean and check tools and equipment, and maintain and
store levelling devices in accordance with manufacturer
recommendations and standard work practices?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
required skills?
•

basic levelling?

•

communication skills to:
◦◦

determine requirements?

◦◦

enable clear and direct communication, using questions to
identify and confirm requirements, share information, listen
and understand?

◦◦

follow instructions?

◦◦

read and interpret documentation from a variety of sources?

◦◦

read and interpret plans, specifications and drawings?

•

report faults?

•

use language and concepts appropriate to cultural differences?

•

use and interpret non-verbal communication, such as hand signals?

•

numeracy skills to apply measurements and make calculations?

•

organisational skills, including the ability to plan and set out work?

•

teamwork skills to work with others to action tasks and relate to
people from a range of cultural and ethnic backgrounds and with
varying physical and mental abilities?

•

communication skills to use:
◦◦

a range of mobile technology, such as two-way radio and
mobile phones?

◦◦

voice and hand signals to access and understand site-specific
instructions?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
required knowledge?
•

application and requirements for line, level and plumb in
construction projects?

•

basic construction and levelling processes?

•

construction plan, symbols and construction terminology?

•

construction terminology?

•

job safety analysis (JSA) and safe work method statements?
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•

levelling device types, characteristics, technical capabilities and
limitations?

•

levelling techniques commonly used in construction work?

•

processes for interpreting engineering drawings and sketches?

•

processes for setting out?

•

project quality requirements?

•

site and equipment safety (OHS) requirements?

•

site isolation and traffic control responsibilities and authorities?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
critical aspects for assessment?
•

locate, interpret and apply relevant information, standards and
specifications?

•

comply with site safety plan and OHS legislation, regulations and
codes of practice applicable to workplace operations?

•

comply with organisational policies and procedures, including
quality requirements?

•

safely and effectively use tools, plant and equipment?

•

communicate and work effectively and safely with others?

•

set up and test levelling equipment?

•

transfer levels and record differences in height undertaking a closed
traverse using both the rise and fall method and the height of
instrument method on a minimum of three projects?

•

confirm accuracy of the readings taken, including set up and
movement of device in two locations?

•

accurately record the results of each levelling procedure to
organisational requirements?

•

calculate distances using an optical levelling instrument and
levelling staff?

Feedback to learner
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Assessment 2 – Practical levelling task 2
Introduction
For this assessment, you will demonstrate your skills and knowledge related to levelling
operations by:
•

planning and preparing for a levelling task

•

setting up and testing a levelling instrument

•

taking level readings to specifications provided by your lecturer or assessor

•

calculating reduced levels using the height of instrument method

•

calculating reduced levels using the rise and fall method

•

taking and calculating distance readings using the stadia method.

This assessment is designed to assess your ability across all elements in this unit of
competency.

Requirements
The observation checklist will be used for observation purposes. This checklist must be
completed and signed by your lecturer, assessor or supervisor.

Materials and equipment
The following assessment activity worksheets are provided in this guide.
•

Assessment activity 2.1 Identify the task

•

Assessment activity 2.2 Special requirements

•

Assessment activity 2.3 Tools and materials list

•

Assessment activity 2.4 Safety checklist and job safety analysis

•

Assessment activity 2.5 The two-peg test

•

Assessment activity 2.6 Three-wire readings

•

Assessment activity 2.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method

•

Assessment activity 2.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method

•

Assessment activity 2.9 Observation checklist

Your lecturer will provide you with instructions and information about the location,
requirements and specific conditions of the task, including access to the tools,
equipment and materials you’ll need for this assessment. All other instructions for this
assessment task are provided in this guide.
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Assessment 2 – Practical levelling task 2

Name

Date

I have received feedback on this assessment.

Signature

Date

Assessor’s initials
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Instructions
1.

2.

Complete the following planning documents:
•

Assessment activity 2.1 Identify the task

•

Assessment activity 2.2 Special requirements

•

Assessment activity 2.3 Tools and materials list

•

Assessment activity 2.4 Safety checklist and job safety analysis.

On the site plan, identify and label the following:
•

type and path of level traverse

•

datum position and value

•

position of instrument stations

•

position of backsight(s), intermediate sight(s) and foresight(s).

Use the site plan provided by your lecturer or assessor.

3.

Perform a two-peg levelling test to confirm the calibration of the levelling
instrument.
Complete your calculations in Assessment activity 2.5 The two-peg test.

4.

Set up and adjust the levelling instrument and take level measurement readings
for all nominated points, moving the levelling instrument and setting up new
station(s) as required.
a)

Take a three-wire reading to check the crosshair for accuracy at all
backsights.

Use Assessment activity 2.6 Three-wire readings to record your calculations.

b)

Record all level measurement readings.

Use Assessment activity 2.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method.

5.

Calculate distance measurements to backsight(s) and foresight(s) using the stadia
method.
Record distances in Assessment activity 2.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument
method.
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Calculate the reduced levels for all readings using the height of instrument
method, and perform calculation checks.
Use Assessment activity 2.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method.

7.

Copy the level reading measurements from Assessment activity 2.7 to
Assessment activity 2.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method.
Recalculate the reduced levels for all readings using the rise and fall method, and
perform calculation checks.
Use Assessment activity 2.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method.

8.

Record the reduced levels on the site plan at each nominated point.
Use the site plan provided by your lecturer or assessor.
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Assessment activity 2.1 Identify the task
Briefly describe the task you will complete for this assessment using the plan, the task
instructions and any additional instructions you receive from your lecturer.
Consider the following questions.
•

What is the overall outcome?

•

Where will the task take place? What are the environmental conditions?

•

Are there any barriers or issues that will affect how you will perform the task?

•

How long do you have to complete the task?

List the steps you will take to complete the task (including preparation and clean-up).
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Assessment activity 2.2 Special requirements
List any regulatory requirements, eg policies and procedures, legislation, Australian Standards®,
that may apply to this task.
In the right-hand column, describe the requirement type, eg safety, quality, environmental.

Requirement

Type

Environmental requirements
Describe what you intend to do to satisfy the following environmental requirements.
Waste management

Clean-up
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Assessment activity 2.3 Tools and materials list
List the tools you intend to use to complete the task. When you have collected the tools, check
them for faults and maintenance issues.
Use the right-hand column to describe their condition.

Tool

Condition

List and describe any faults you find in the tools you request for the task. Describe what you did
when you identified a faulty tool.
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List any materials you need to complete the task and the quantity required.

Material
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Assessment activity 2.4 Safety checklist
Tick the boxes next to any safety requirements or hazards that may apply to this assessment
task. Add any issues not listed in the spaces provided. Make notes in the right-hand column
about the steps you intend to take to ensure you are working safely.
When you have completed the checklist, use the information to complete the JSA.

Training

 Safe use of tools or equipment
 Manual handling

Site conditions

 Site/workshop access
 Access to work areas
 Toilets/amenities access
 Signage and barricades
 Environment
 Hazardous materials
 Public safety
 Traffic control

PPE

 Eye protection
 Hearing protection
 Respiratory protection
 Foot protection
 Hand protection
 Head protection
 Sun safety
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Tools and equipment

 Plant and equipment
 Hand tools
 Electrical and pneumatic tools
 Cables and leads


High risk

 Scaffolding
 Working at heights
 Welding
 Excavations
 Overhead wires

Emergency

 Emergency plan
 First aid plan
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List the hazards
associated with each task.

List the tasks in the order
they will be carried out.

Risk control measures

Approved by (name):

List the control measures required to minimise the
hazard.

JSA number:

Activity

Name:

Activity:

Location of work:

Date:

Job safety analysis

Name the person
responsible for
minimising the hazard.

Who is responsible
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Hazards

Risk control measures
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Assessment activity 2.5 The two-peg test
Set up the levelling instrument and perform a two-peg test to determine the accuracy of the
instrument calibration.

Instructions
1.

Knock two pegs into the ground at least 30 m apart.

2.

Set up the level instrument approximately halfway between the pegs.

3.

Perform adjustment tests to ensure that the instrument is level.

4.

Take and record a reading at each peg and record the level measurements below.

5.

Move the optical level so that it is 5 m outside one of the pegs.

6.

Take and record a reading at each peg and record the level measurements.

7.

Calculate the difference between the level readings to determine if the instrument
is correctly calibrated. Show your working out below.

Calculations
Station 1

Station 2

Peg A
Peg B
Calculation

Result
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Assessment activity 2.6 Three-wire readings
Take a three-wire reading to check the crosshair for accuracy at the backsight for all stations.
Record the required information and complete the calculations below.
Station number:

Readings
Top stadia line
Crosshair
Bottom stadia line

Calculations

Crosshair accurate?

 yes

 no

Station number:

Readings
Top stadia line
Crosshair
Bottom stadia line

Calculations

Crosshair accurate?

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014
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Station

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Height of
instrument

Reduced
level

Distance

Assessment activity 2.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method
Comments
Carry out levelling operations
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Station

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

Assessment activity 1.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method
Reduced
level

Comments

Assessments
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Activity 2.9 Observation checklist
During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner:

Yes

No

N/A

Part 1 – Plan and prepare
a)

obtain, confirm and apply work instructions, including plans,
specifications, quality requirements and operational details from
relevant information?

b)

follow safety (OHS) requirements in accordance with safety plans
and policies?

c)

identify and implement signage and barricade requirements?

d)

select tools and equipment to carry out tasks consistent with job
requirements, check for serviceability, and rectify or report any
faults prior to commencement?

e)

calculate material quantity requirements in accordance with plans,
specifications and quality requirements?

f)

identify, obtain, prepare and safely handle materials appropriate to
the work application and locate ready for use?

g)

identify and apply environmental requirements for the project in
accordance with environmental plans and statutory and regulatory
authority obligations?

Part 2 – Conduct levelling procedures using rise and fall method
a)

accurately set up instrument and test for operation before
commencing levelling activities?

b)

set up or locate datum point?

c)

take readings to datum and at nominated or selected stations, to
project specifications?

d)

identify backsights, intermediate sights and foresights, and book
levels?

e)

transfer instrument to another location and repeat the process to
project specifications?

f)

establish accuracy of readings using rise and fall method of
calculation?

g)

identify reduced levels for all stations from the level book
calculations?

Part 3 – Conduct levelling procedures using height of instrument method
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a)

accurately set up instrument and test for operation before levelling,
including levelling equipment/device tolerance checks?

b)

set up or locate datum point?

c)

take level readings to datum and establish the interim reduced
level?

d)

take readings at nominated or selected stations to project
specifications?

e)

transfer instrument to another location and repeat the process to
project specifications?

f)

calculate reduced levels using height of instrument method?

g)

identify reduced levels for all stations from the calculations and
heights and levels recorded?
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Part 4 – Calculate distances using stadia lines
a)

check crosshair readings for accuracy using stadia lines?

b)

calculate distances from instrument to stations using staff, stadia
lines and identified factor of the levelling instrument?

Part 5 – Clean up
a)

clear work area and dispose of, reuse or recycle materials in
accordance with legislation, regulations, codes of practice and job
specification?

b)

clean and check tools and equipment, and maintain and
store levelling devices in accordance with manufacturer
recommendations and standard work practices?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
required skills?
•

basic levelling?

•

communication skills to:
◦◦

determine requirements?

◦◦

enable clear and direct communication, using questions to
identify and confirm requirements, share information, listen
and understand?

◦◦

follow instructions?

◦◦

read and interpret documentation from a variety of sources?

◦◦

read and interpret plans, specifications and drawings?

•

report faults?

•

use language and concepts appropriate to cultural differences?

•

use and interpret non-verbal communication, such as hand signals?

•

numeracy skills to apply measurements and make calculations?

•

organisational skills, including the ability to plan and set out work?

•

teamwork skills to work with others to action tasks and relate to
people from a range of cultural and ethnic backgrounds and with
varying physical and mental abilities?

•

communication skills to use:
◦◦

a range of mobile technology, such as two-way radio and
mobile phones?

◦◦

voice and hand signals to access and understand site-specific
instructions?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
required knowledge?
•

application and requirements for line, level and plumb in
construction projects?

•

basic construction and levelling processes?

•

construction plan, symbols and construction terminology?

•

construction terminology?

•

job safety analysis (JSA) and safe work method statements?
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•

levelling device types, characteristics, technical capabilities and
limitations?

•

levelling techniques commonly used in construction work?

•

processes for interpreting engineering drawings and sketches?

•

processes for setting out?

•

project quality requirements?

•

site and equipment safety (OHS) requirements?

•

site isolation and traffic control responsibilities and authorities?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
critical aspects for assessment?
•

locate, interpret and apply relevant information, standards and
specifications?

•

comply with site safety plan and OHS legislation, regulations and
codes of practice applicable to workplace operations?

•

comply with organisational policies and procedures, including
quality requirements?

•

safely and effectively use tools, plant and equipment?

•

communicate and work effectively and safely with others?

•

set up and test levelling equipment?

•

transfer levels and record differences in height undertaking a closed
traverse using both the rise and fall method and the height of
instrument method on a minimum of three projects?

•

confirm accuracy of the readings taken, including set up and
movement of device in two locations?

•

accurately record the results of each levelling procedure to
organisational requirements?

•

calculate distances using an optical levelling instrument and
levelling staff?

Feedback to learner
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Assessment 3 – Practical levelling task 3
Introduction
For this assessment, you will demonstrate your skills and knowledge related to levelling
operations by:
•

planning and preparing for a levelling task

•

setting up and testing a levelling instrument

•

taking level readings to specifications provided by your lecturer or assessor

•

calculating reduced levels using the height of instrument method

•

calculating reduced levels using the rise and fall method

•

taking and calculating distance readings using the stadia method.

This assessment is designed to assess your ability across all elements in this unit of
competency.

Requirements
The observation checklist will be used for observation purposes. This checklist must be
completed and signed by your lecturer, assessor or supervisor.

Materials and equipment
The following assessment activity worksheets are provided in this guide.
•

Assessment activity 3.1 Identify the task

•

Assessment activity 3.2 Special requirements

•

Assessment activity 3.3 Tools and materials list

•

Assessment activity 3.4 Safety checklist and job safety analysis

•

Assessment activity 3.5 The two-peg test

•

Assessment activity 3.6 Three-wire readings

•

Assessment activity 3.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method

•

Assessment activity 3.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method

•

Assessment activity 3.9 Observation checklist

Your lecturer will provide you with instructions and information about the location,
requirements and specific conditions of the task, including access to the tools,
equipment and materials you’ll need for this assessment. All other instructions for this
assessment task are provided in this guide.
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Assessment 3 – Practical levelling task 3

Name

Date

I have received feedback on this assessment.

Signature

Date

Assessor’s initials
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Instructions
1.

2.

Complete the following planning documents:
•

Assessment activity 3.1 Identify the task

•

Assessment activity 3.2 Special requirements

•

Assessment activity 3.3 Tools and materials list

•

Assessment activity 3.4 Safety checklist and job safety analysis.

On the site plan, identify and label the following:
•

type and path of level traverse

•

datum position and value

•

position of instrument stations

•

position of backsight(s), intermediate sight(s) and foresight(s).

Use the site plan provided by your lecturer or assessor.

3.

Perform a two-peg levelling test to confirm the calibration of the levelling
instrument.
Complete your calculations in Assessment activity 3.5 The two-peg test.

4.

Set up and adjust the levelling instrument and take level measurement readings
for all nominated points, moving the levelling instrument and setting up new
station(s) as required.
a)

Take a three-wire reading to check the crosshair for accuracy at all
backsights.

Use Assessment activity 3.6 Three-wire readings to record your calculations.

b)

Record all level measurement readings.

Use Assessment activity 3.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method.

5.

Calculate distance measurements to backsight(s) and foresight(s) using the stadia
method.
Record distances in Assessment activity 3.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument
method.
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Calculate the reduced levels for all readings using the height of instrument
method, and perform calculation checks.
Use Assessment activity 3.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method.

7.

Copy the level reading measurements from Assessment activity 3.7 to
Assessment activity 3.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method.
Recalculate the reduced levels for all readings using the rise and fall method, and
perform calculation checks.
Use Assessment activity 3.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method.

8.

Record the reduced levels on the site plan at each nominated point.
Use the site plan provided by your lecturer or assessor.
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Assessment activity 3.1 Identify the task
Briefly describe the task you will complete for this assessment using the plan, the task
instructions and any additional instructions you receive from your lecturer.
Consider the following questions.
•

What is the overall outcome?

•

Where will the task take place? What are the environmental conditions?

•

Are there any barriers or issues that will affect how you will perform the task?

•

How long do you have to complete the task?

List the steps you will take to complete the task (including preparation and clean-up).
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Assessment activity 2.2 Special requirements
List any regulatory requirements, eg policies and procedures, legislation, Australian Standards®,
that may apply to this task.
In the right-hand column, describe the requirement type, eg safety, quality, environmental.

Requirement

Type

Environmental requirements
Describe what you intend to do to satisfy the following environmental requirements.
Waste management

Clean-up
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Assessment activity 3.3 Tools and materials list
List the tools you intend to use to complete the task. When you have collected the tools, check
them for faults and maintenance issues.
Use the right-hand column to describe their condition.

Tool

Condition

List and describe any faults you find in the tools you request for the task. Describe what you did
when you identified a faulty tool.
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List any materials you need to complete the task and the quantity required.

Material
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Assessment activity 3.4 Safety checklist
Tick the boxes next to any safety requirements or hazards that may apply to this assessment
task. Add any issues not listed in the spaces provided. Make notes in the right-hand column
about the steps you intend to take to ensure you are working safely.
When you have completed the checklist, use the information to complete the JSA.

Training

 Safe use of tools or equipment
 Manual handling

Site conditions

 Site/workshop access
 Access to work areas
 Toilets/amenities access
 Signage and barricades
 Environment
 Hazardous materials
 Public safety
 Traffic control

PPE

 Eye protection
 Hearing protection
 Respiratory protection
 Foot protection
 Hand protection
 Head protection
 Sun safety
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Tools and equipment

 Plant and equipment
 Hand tools
 Electrical and pneumatic tools
 Cables and leads


High risk

 Scaffolding
 Working at heights
 Welding
 Excavations
 Overhead wires

Emergency

 Emergency plan
 First aid plan
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List the hazards
associated with each task.

List the tasks in the order
they will be carried out.

Risk control measures

Approved by (name):

List the control measures required to minimise the
hazard.

JSA number:

Activity

Name:

Activity:

Location of work:

Date:

Job safety analysis

Name the person
responsible for
minimising the hazard.

Who is responsible

Carry out levelling operations
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Activity

Hazards

Risk control measures

Who is responsible

Assessments
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Assessment activity 3.5 The two-peg test
Set up the levelling instrument and perform a two-peg test to determine the accuracy of the
instrument calibration.

Instructions
1.

Knock two pegs into the ground at least 30 m apart.

2.

Set up the level instrument approximately halfway between the pegs.

3.

Perform adjustment tests to ensure that the instrument is level.

4.

Take and record a reading at each peg and record the level measurements below.

5.

Move the optical level so that it is 5 m outside one of the pegs.

6.

Take and record a reading at each peg and record the level measurements.

7.

Calculate the difference between the level readings to determine if the instrument
is correctly calibrated. Show your working out below.

Calculations
Station 1

Station 2

Peg A
Peg B
Calculation

Result
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Assessment activity 3.6 Three-wire readings
Take a three-wire reading to check the crosshair for accuracy at the backsight for all stations.
Record the required information and complete the calculations below.
Station number:

Readings
Top stadia line
Crosshair
Bottom stadia line

Calculations

Crosshair accurate?

 yes

 no

Station number:

Readings
Top stadia line
Crosshair
Bottom stadia line

Calculations

Crosshair accurate?

© VET (WA) Ministerial Corporation 2014
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Station

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Height of
instrument

Reduced
level

Distance

Assessment activity 3.7 Booking sheet – Height of instrument method
Comments
Carry out levelling operations
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Station

Backsight

Intermediate
sight

Foresight

Rise
(+)

Fall
(–)

Assessment activity 3.8 Booking sheet – Rise and fall method
Reduced
level

Comments

Assessments
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Activity 3.9 Observation checklist
During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner:

Yes

No

N/A

Part 1 – Plan and prepare
a)

obtain, confirm and apply work instructions, including plans,
specifications, quality requirements and operational details from
relevant information?

b)

follow safety (OHS) requirements in accordance with safety plans
and policies?

c)

identify and implement signage and barricade requirements?

d)

select tools and equipment to carry out tasks consistent with job
requirements, check for serviceability, and rectify or report any
faults prior to commencement?

e)

calculate material quantity requirements in accordance with plans,
specifications and quality requirements?

f)

identify, obtain, prepare and safely handle materials appropriate to
the work application and locate ready for use?

g)

identify and apply environmental requirements for the project in
accordance with environmental plans and statutory and regulatory
authority obligations?

Part 2 – Conduct levelling procedures using rise and fall method
a)

accurately set up instrument and test for operation before
commencing levelling activities?

b)

set up or locate datum point?

c)

take readings to datum and at nominated or selected stations, to
project specifications?

d)

identify backsights, intermediate sights and foresights, and book
levels?

e)

transfer instrument to another location and repeat the process to
project specifications?

f)

establish accuracy of readings using rise and fall method of
calculation?

g)

identify reduced levels for all stations from the level book
calculations?

Part 3 – Conduct levelling procedures using height of instrument method

66

a)

accurately set up instrument and test for operation before levelling,
including levelling equipment/device tolerance checks?

b)

set up or locate datum point?

c)

take level readings to datum and establish the interim reduced
level?

d)

take readings at nominated or selected stations to project
specifications?

e)

transfer instrument to another location and repeat the process to
project specifications?

f)

calculate reduced levels using height of instrument method?

g)

identify reduced levels for all stations from the calculations and
heights and levels recorded?

Annex B
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Part 4 – Calculate distances using stadia lines
a)

check crosshair readings for accuracy using stadia lines?

b)

calculate distances from instrument to stations using staff, stadia
lines and identified factor of the levelling instrument?

Part 5 – Clean up
a)

clear work area and dispose of, reuse or recycle materials in
accordance with legislation, regulations, codes of practice and job
specification?

b)

clean and check tools and equipment, and maintain and
store levelling devices in accordance with manufacturer
recommendations and standard work practices?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
required skills?
•

basic levelling?

•

communication skills to:
◦

determine requirements?

◦

enable clear and direct communication, using questions to
identify and confirm requirements, share information, listen
and understand?

◦

follow instructions?

◦

read and interpret documentation from a variety of sources?

◦

read and interpret plans, specifications and drawings?

•

report faults?

•

use language and concepts appropriate to cultural differences?

•

use and interpret non-verbal communication, such as hand signals?

•

numeracy skills to apply measurements and make calculations?

•

organisational skills, including the ability to plan and set out work?

•

teamwork skills to work with others to action tasks and relate to
people from a range of cultural and ethnic backgrounds and with
varying physical and mental abilities?

•

communication skills to use:
◦

a range of mobile technology, such as two-way radio and
mobile phones?

◦

voice and hand signals to access and understand site-specific
instructions?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
required knowledge?
•

application and requirements for line, level and plumb in
construction projects?

•

basic construction and levelling processes?

•

construction plan, symbols and construction terminology?

•

construction terminology?

•

job safety analysis (JSA) and safe work method statements?
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•

levelling device types, characteristics, technical capabilities and
limitations?

•

levelling techniques commonly used in construction work?

•

processes for interpreting engineering drawings and sketches?

•

processes for setting out?

•

project quality requirements?

•

site and equipment safety (OHS) requirements?

•

site isolation and traffic control responsibilities and authorities?

During the assessment activity, did you observe the learner demonstrate the following
critical aspects for assessment?
•

locate, interpret and apply relevant information, standards and
specifications?

•

comply with site safety plan and OHS legislation, regulations and
codes of practice applicable to workplace operations?

•

comply with organisational policies and procedures, including
quality requirements?

•

safely and effectively use tools, plant and equipment?

•

communicate and work effectively and safely with others?

•

set up and test levelling equipment?

•

transfer levels and record differences in height undertaking a closed
traverse using both the rise and fall method and the height of
instrument method on a minimum of three projects?

•

confirm accuracy of the readings taken, including set up and
movement of device in two locations?

•

accurately record the results of each levelling procedure to
organisational requirements?

•

calculate distances using an optical levelling instrument and
levelling staff?

Feedback to learner
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Learner’s name:

Assessor’s name:

Learner’s signature:

Assessor’s signature:

Date:

Date:
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